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ABSTRACT 

The problem addressed In this thesis is to determine the short 

range air defense (SHORAD) requirement of the armored cavalry regiment 

(AGR) against low altitude air attack. Based upon an analysis of recent 

Mideast wars, unrestricted, modern aerial weaponry has the capability to 

neutralize the maneuver and effectiveness of the ACR. The large and 

sophisticated ooviet threat consists of ^,500 high performance aircraft 

and heliborne forces. COL A.A. Sidorenko's book The Offensive provides 

significant Insight into Soviet air attack priorities. In terms of 

regimental assets, Soviet air attack priorities arei (1) howitzer 

latteries as nuclear capable weapon systerasj (2) tank companies as local 

reserves; (3) command posts; (4) armored cavalry troops. 

As a target, the AGR consists of at least 26 critical assets 

ranging from small command posts and troop/corapany/battery-sized units 

to the Large regimental field trains. Before determining the SHORAD 

requirement, the regiment's organic passive and active air defense 

measures must be maximized and evaluated. Passive air defense can be 

the primary air defense for command posts, combat trains and dispersed 

armored cavalry troops; they are least effective for helicopter assembly 

areas, the regimental field trains, and howitzer batteries. The majority 

of the regiment's huge potential for small arms for air defense (SAFAD) 

is found in the 9 armored cavalry troops. Using the volume fire 

technique, SAFAD can provide effective final defensive fires capable of 

destroying Soviet aircraft or degrading their bombing accuracy. In 

ill 
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conjunction with passive air defense, SAPAD provides the armored cavalry 

troop adequate air defense. Redeye, as the organic SHORAD capability of 

the regiment, complements SAPAD, A full Redeye section can adequately 

defend one critical asset, with the exception of the regimenta] field 

trains. 

Using a desert (Fort Bliss) scenario as a vehicle, the regiment's 

SHORAD shortfall in a corps advance covering force mission is examined. 

Each asset is analyzed by determining its criticality to the mission, 

priority for Soviet air attack, ability to avoid detection (passive air 

defense), SAPAD capability (self-defense), vulnerability to aircraft 

ordnance, and recuperability. Based upon this analysis, the regimental 

commander's air defense priorities arei (l) howitzer batteries; (2) tank 

companies) (3) regimental field trains; (4) regimental and squadron 

command posts. 

After raaxlmizlng the regiment's organic passive and active air 

defense measures, an air defense shortfall remains which requires a 

minimum of 12 Ghaparral/Vulcan (C/v) platoons in view of current air 

defense doctrine. This requirement equates to a C/V battalion. Further 

analysis establishes that the SHORAD requirement is best met by the 

divisional-type C/V battalion which has an airspace control element 

(ACE), and an optimal mix of 2 Ghaparral/2 Vulcaa (sp) batteries. 

 -■—-■—■--^■^■^^^^  —— 
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CHAPTER Ii INTHODUCTION 

BACKGROUND 

The basic research for this thesis began In 1972 after the 

3d Armored Cavalry Regiment (ACR) tod completed its summer move from 

Ft Lewis, WA, to Ft Bliss, TX, the home of the U.S. Army Air Defense 

Center and School. The new desert training environment of the 3d ACR 

offered, for the first time, the kind of training area which permitted 

the frontages and depths envisioned by the regiment's designers in its 

missions as a corps reconnaissance and security force. The regiment's 

interaction between Ft Bliss' 11th Air Defense Group, in particular, the 

group's 5th Battalion, 59th Air Defense Artillery (C/V), and the Air 

Defense School resulted in fully integrated command post (CPX) and field 

traininp; exercises (FTX) which were unique in their scope. The research 

of scanty existing doctrine by both air defense artillerymen and cavalry- 

men in preparation for these exercises, and the real world problems of 

organization and equipment discovered during the CPXs and FTXs, provide 

an invaluable data base for refining and improving air defense of the 

ACR from low altitude air attack. However, the Ft Bliss experience is 

that of a training environment and should be tempered, where appropriate, 

by the combat experience of recent Arab/lsraeli conflicts and the 

current Soviet low altitude air threat. 

The Mideast (Yom Kippur) War of October 1973 erupted as the 

3d ACR, 11th AD Group, and other Army and Air Force units were deploying 

■ ._...____.___ _  _ _   _ _     
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In the New Mexican desert for the U.S. Readiness Command (USREDCOM) 

Joint "raining Exercise (JTX) Brave Shield VI. As pointed out in the 

unclassified forward of a comprehensive, SECRET U.S. Army study, 

The 1973 Mideast War affords the most recent in-depth view of 
contemporary mid-intensity war, Soviet doctrine and tactics were 
used by the Arab forces, but the full range of conventional 
armaments available to the United States and the Soviets were 

not used .,.. 1 

Although not a complete picture, the Mideast War of 1973 offers 

significant insight into a high technology war. The Egyptian war effort 

certainly reflected this use of technology. Remembering the awesome 

destruction wrought by the Israeli Air Force (lAF) In the Six Day War of 

I967, the Soviet trained and equipped Egyptians were able to preclude 

the IAF from decisive air attack that would have prevented their 

2 
October '73 crossing of the Suez Canal and consolidating the east bank. 

Using similar Soviet air defense tactics and equipment in the Golan 

Heights, the Syrians were able to exact a high price of Israeli aircraft 

3 
until the IAF finally neutralized their air defenses.^ The apparent 

success of the Arab air defenses awakened the U.S. Military community at 

large from its lethargy concerning air defense. At Ft Bliss, the 3d ACR 

and air defense interaction was further stimulated, many of the lessons 

already learned were reinforced, and a basis for new experimentation 

under field conditions was provided. 

In addition to the unique experience of the 3d ACR/llth AD Gp 

at Ft Bliss and the analysis of Mideast conflicts, the air defense com- 

munity at large has provided additional thinking through recent articles 

in military journals and official publications, many inspired by the 

Mideast War of 1973. These articles and publications reflect an aware- 

ness on the part of air defenders to foster a closer working relationship 

■ . 
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with maneuver unit commanders. Much productive effort is being devoted 

to improve and expand upon existing air defense doctrine, organization, 

and equipment. 

THE PROBLEM 

The fundamental problem, addressed by combat and combat support 

commanders alike, is whether the Army can accomplish its tactical 

missions under low altitude air attack on a fluid, modem battlefield. 

To address this problem, a need exists to examine in detail what short- 

range defense (SHORAD) requirements for a combat unit exist once organic 

passive and active air defense capabilities have been maximized. The 

required mix and quantity of air defense unit SHORAD systems such as 

Chaparral and Vulcan must be determined. Concerning SHORAD employment, 

the ground tactical commander must know how to determine and expr«ss his 

air defense priorities in meaningful terras to his air defense comnander! 

the air defender must understand the tactical requirements of the units 

he Is supporting. 

From  a corps commander's perspective, SHORAD requirements must 

be addressed for each type of maneuver unit that may comprise his force- 

all types of divisions, the separate mechanized or armored brigade, the 

air cavalry combat brigade, and the armored cavalry regiment. This 

thesis will address one of these units as followsi 

TO DETERMINE THE SHORAD REQUIREMENTS OF THE ARMORED CAVALRY REGIMENT 

AGAINST LOW ALTITUDE AIR ATTACK. 

Although narrowed in focus to the armored cavalry regiment, 

wider application can be logically extended to other corps units. For 

example, the ^9 helicopters of the regiment equal the number of heli- 

 ■..:...,^ -■ ■■ ^ ..■..■::...^,^-..,.^J.... 
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copters employed tactically by the armored or mechanized Infantry 

division. The tank/artillery mix organic to the regiment is comparable 

to the separate armored brigade or the armor-heavy brigade of the 

division with its normal combat support. The frontages and depths nf the 

regiment in a normal corps mission are equal to or greater than those of 

divisions. With these considerations in mind, the armored cavalry 

regiment can offer clues to the SHORAD requirements of other corps 

maneuver nnits. 

While the primary objective of this thesis is to determine the 

3H0HAD requirements of the ACR and to recommend appropriate doctrinal, 

organizational, and equipment changes, secondary objectives are as followt 

- Assist cavalry commanders In determining and articulating 

their air defense priorities in terms meaningful to air defense commanders. 

- Provide air defense commanders a better understanding of the 

SHORAD requirements of a deployed ACR. 

DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

Certain key terms and abbreviations must be explained at the 

outset; others will be defined in the appropriate chapter. Unofficial 

abbreviations that are not found in AR 310-50, Authorized Abbreviations 

and Brevity Codes or JCS Pub. 1, Department of Defense Dictionary of 

Military and Associated Terms, but commonly used arei 

ACR—Armored Cavalry Regiment 

C/y—Chaparral/Vulcan air defense systems 

SAFAD—-Small Arms for Air Defense 

Abbreviations authorized by AR 350-50 and defined on page 2-1, 

PM Ui+-J, are as followt 

&mssi0m 
 ' :       .,   ;     , 
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METHODOLOGY 

As currently organized and equipped, the armored cavalry- 

regiment has never been subjected to an air parity or enemy air superi- 

ority environment. For this reason, the determination of the SHORAD 

requirement of the ACR must draw heavily upon the unique training lessons 

of the 3d ACR at Ft Bliss and the combat experience of the Mideast War 

of 197". For the purpose of this thesis, the framework for determining 

the regiment's SHORAD requirements will be a desert scenario, with 

appropriate map graphics. As a function of current doctrine, organiza- 

tion, and equipment, the scenario will be tempered by the Ft Bliss and 

Mideast experiences. 

Chapter II will define the Soviet low altitude air threat based 

upon an unclassified analysis of the Mideast wars of 196? and 1973» 

current Soviet aircraft, and The Offensive, an enlightening book written 

by Colonel A.A. Sidorenko of the Soviet Army. 

Chapter III will discuss existing air defense doctrine that 

pertains to the armored cavalry regiment, describe the ACR as a target 

in terms of its critical assets, and analyze its organic means of 

passive and active air defense. Chapters II and III establish the 

framework necessary for the analytical process of Chapter IV. 

Utilizing map graphics. Chapter IV will portray the armored 

cavalry regiment in a conventional warfare, Ft Bliss desert scenario. 

The typical ACR mission selected—as a corps advance covering force in 

a movement to contact—iß similar to many actually exercised by the 

3d ACR in Ft Bliss FTXs. Consequently, theoretical aspects of time and 

distance factors are considerably reduced. The scenario provides for the 

■ 
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difficult task of protecting a dispersed, rapidly moving armored forma- 

tion. The desert environment was chosen because the difficulty of 

passive air defense measures and the detection of targets by attacking 

aircraft are maximized, thus becoming a worst case situation. Addition- 

ally, both Ft Bliss training and Mideast warfare offer desert experience 

directly compatible with the desert scenario. 

The desert scenario of Chapter IV will provide the vehicle for 

a systematic analysis of the priorities of the ACR commander, and the 

employment and effectiveness of his passive and active air defense 

maasures. The shortfall of air defense for regimental critical assets 

will determine the SHORAD requirement for Chaparral/Vulcan weapon 

systems and their interface with organic regimental systems. 

Chapter V will provide a summary of the conclusions reached in 

previous chapters and the pertinent recommendations that result. 

The major research questions to be investigated are as followi 

- What is the low altitude air threat and its significance to 

the ACR? 

- What must be defended from low altitude air attack on a 

deployed ACR? 

- What effective passive air defense measures are available 

to the ACR? 

- What organic means does the ACR have to conduct an active 

air defense? 

How does the ACR commander determine his priorities for air 

defense protection? 

- What SHORAD shortfall exists which could be met by an air 

defense unit? 
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- What size and type air defense unit is required? 

- How well do organic ACR and air defense unit assets complement 

and interface with each other? 

SCOPE AND DELIMITATIONS 

For the purpose of this study, the analysis of active air 

defense is limited to SHORAD (Chaparral/Vulcan/Redeye) systems and 

small arms for air defense. The use of aircraft. HIMAD (Nike Hercules) 

and LOMAD (Haak) missile systems, electronic countermeasures, and 

counter-countermeasures in the air defense role are beyond the scope of 

this thesis. In effect, this analysis deals only with the requirement 

for those air defense systems which operate within the regiment's zone 

of action and are directly responsive to the regimental commander. The 

threat considered is that of Soviet low altitude attack aircraft and 

helicopters as opposed to the threat posed by high-level bombers or 

surface to surface missiles. 

The scope of this study does not include the complex area of 

airspace management. However, as the Interface of air defense 

capabilities are discussed, some of the communications necessary for 

adequate integration of air defense systems may also be those required 

for airspace management. 

Unclassified sources pnwided ample materials for valid thesis 

research and analysis. The basic research materials pertaining to 

current air defense doctrine and the unique 3d ACR training at Ft Bliss 

are unclassified. Concerning the Mideast wars of 196? and 1973. 

excellent unclassified sources are available which provide valuable 

information. Of significant value was the unclassified translation of 

  ■■. ■ ■■.■■ ■■  ■ ■... ■■■ ■. ■"■:■■ ■.■■.. ■ ■ 
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COL A.A. Sidoreriko's The Offensive, which provides new Inßlght into 

Soviet doctrin«. 

ENDNOTES 

U.S. Army Combined Arms Center, "Foreward (U)," Analysis of 
Combat Data—1973 Mideast War (U) (Ft Leavenworthi U.S. Army, 197^), 
p. vl, 

John Barry and others (eds.), Insight on the Middle East War 
(London: Andre'Deutsch Limited, l^), p. 83. 

3Ibid.f p. 9^. 

k 
The SAM-D air defense missile system, presently in development, 

will eventually replace both the Nike Hercules and Hawk weapon systems, 

5Ibid. 

The Chaparral missile system will be replaced by the recently 
purchased Roland system. Redeye will eventually be replaced by the 
Stinger missile system which is presently in development. 
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GHAPTKR Hi THE LOW ALTITUDE AIR THREAT 

GENERAL LESSONS FROM THE MIDDLE EAST 

The "Six Day War" of 196? 

Referring to the Arab-Israeli "Six Day War" of 196?, Moshe 

Dayan declared that KThe key to the Campaign was the Air Force." 

S.L.A. Marshall reinforced this view by saying, "... for the first time, 

2 
air power won a war." 

The record was truly impressive. The world press printed 

stunning photos of vast columns of smoking tanks and trucks in such 

places as the Mitla Pass.-5 Within 48 hours, through preemptive air 

strikes, the Israeli Air Force (IAF) had destroyed 2/3 of the Egyptian 

Air Force and broken the back of Nasser's army of 100,000 men.-' By the 

end of that fateful six days, Israeli tankers were able to race across 

the Sinai to the east bank of the Suez while fighting brief, fierce 

battles against demoralized Egyptians. Meanwhile, as General Hod the 

IAF commander put it, "We hacked them continuously." 

Two fundamentally important lessons from the Six Day War emerge 

for the armored unit commander. The first lesson is that without air 

defense to counter sophisticated air attack, the ground commander's 

maneuver can be seriously hampered, Israeli General Rabin emphasized 

that air strikes destroyed Egyptian mobility and prevented two massive 

Egyptian counterattacks.  An example was the 14th Egyptian Brigade 

which was pinned down by air strikes and unable to counterattack. 

10 
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The second major lesson is the tremendous destructive power of 

the modern flghter-bomber. It is commonly accepted that the world- 

acclaimed, U.S.-built F-4 (Phantom) of the IAF can achieve such 

destruction, but the weaponry of the French Mysteres and Mirages, for 

example, contributed their share as seen in the following quote. 

From Nakhl the conflagration and carnage wrought by bombs, 
cannon, and napalm stretched eastward almost as far as Theraed. 
Death Valley, the troops were calling it,9 

The vulnerability of tanks to modem air weaponry is clearly 

evident. 3.L.A. Marshall, while enroute to Bir Hasne to visit 

battlefields immediately after the Israeli victory, observed at one 

location alone, 51 Egyptian tanks destroyed by air strikes,   U,S.- 

built Pattons of Jordan suffered a similar fate. 

An effective summation of the effect of unrestricted air 

bombardment is found in the book The Six Day War, 

To fight in open country for several days on end under constant 
aerial bombardment and strafing, both night and day, is impossible.^-2 

To have been an Egyptian sitting in a tank in the Sinai desert 
for k  days without air cover, at the mercy of the Israeli jets, 
cannot have been a pleasant experience. Even the bravest and most 
resolute of armies might have been daunted by the ceaseless bombing 
and straffing from tha air.^3 

The informed military student will quickly point out the lack 

of aii cover, close air support, and adequate air defense of the Arabs 

which contributed to the lop-sided advantage of highly-skilled Israeli 

pilots. While this observation is valid, it does offer a "test-tube" 

example of what an unrestricted and sophisticated air force can achieve 1 

deny the enemy ground forces mobility and destroy even his heaviest 

armor. The armored cavalry regiment (ACR) would be no exception. 
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The Israeli Experiencet 1973 

The Arabs and their Soviet sponsors proved in October 1973 that 

the lessons of 19^7 were well learned. The result was the highest 

density and mix of sophisticated and effective air defense weapons yet 

employed in combat. Between the Egyptians and Syrians, 75 battalions 

of anti-aircraft missiles alone were employed, more than the total 

U.S. capability. The total of Arab gun/missile systems was more 

14 
thfcn 10,000. 

The effectiveness of this massed AD weaponry was an unpleasant 

surprise to the IAF pilots who had successfully dodged SA-2s in I967 by 

simply flying low.15 Waiting for the IAF at the lower altitude in 1973 

were the SA-6, a tracked missile system, the SA-7 man-portable missile, 

16 
and the ZSU-23, a tracked quad-23mm cannon system.   Their effectiveness 

in preventing IAF destruction of the bridges across the Suez is described 

by a Kew York Times correspondent as follows1 

To the horror of the Israelis,.., Plane after plane went down 
in flames, literally impaled on the wall of explosives the Egyptians 
raised to defend their pontoon bridges and the bridgehead,^ 

Although dramatically stated, the results were sobering to the 

Israelis. Faced with similarly protected Syrians advancing in the Golan 

Heights, the Israelis determined to fly •*... into the teeth of a dense 

1R 
SAM defense to stop the most immediate threat." 

The Golan Heights offered none of the vital space to trade for 

time that was available in the Sinai, If the IAF was to be sacrificed, 

it would have to be in the Golan, Consequently, 80 of the 115 Israeli 

19 
planes shot down were lost there.   The IAF paid the price necessary to 

penetrate and neutralize Syrian air defenses, thus enabling the A-4 

ite ...... t. ■. -.— .- . „ „ ^.J   J _  ... „^ _^. J^J. 
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Skyhawks to destroy Syrian tanks with cannon, rocketß, and stand-off 

20 
missiles such as Hobo, Rockeye, and Maverick.   Robert Hotz, writing 

in Aviation Week &  Space TechnoloKy, eununarizea the Israeli/Arab 

struggle as followst 

The Syrian mobile defense system on the Golan Heights protecting 
a löüO-tank offensive was the best the Russians have to export. It 
stretched from the ground level to 70,000 ft using the _ZSU-23 
quad-mounted 23mm cannon and SA-? Strella at low altitudes through 
the middle altitudes with the SA-3 and the SA-6 with the familiar 
SA-2 on top, garnished with a heavy top cover of MIG-21s. Yet the 
Israeli air force smashed and routed it in a bloody four-day 
battle leaving the Syrian tanks and armored infantry naked to 

constant waves of air strikes. 

The most important lesson demonstrated by the IAF in this case 

is that even the densest air defense can be penetrated by a determined 

enemy. It is for this reason that the commander of the USAF Tactical 

Air Command, General Dixon, believes that missile/gun air defenses have 

22 
not ended the era of tactical aircraft. 

An equally important lesson is the effectiveness of the four 

23mm cannons of the mobile ZSU-ZJ-b  tracked systems. The Israeli A-Us, 

23 
uhich were used primarily for close air support, J  suffered the heaviest 

losses (55) of IAF aircraft. Of these, the ZSU-23-4- took the heaviest 

24 
toll as the SA-6s forced them into cannon range.   It was this threat 

of SHORAD weapons that General Dixon cites as "... least vulnerable and 

most numerous." ^ The necessity for comparable SHORAD protection 

for the ACR is obvious. 

The serious threat posed by Arab air defenses forced a change 

in IAF tactics. In the Golan Heights, the SA-6 forced the IAF from Its 

standard tactic of high angle/altitude release to a high-G, split S 

evasive dive to the "deck" where they became prey to the ZSU-238. 

.■■;:^K-.v...v.1-:>^:--:^ 
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Still faced with continuing pilot losses, the Israelis resorted to low- 

level contour flying in pairs avoiding Syrian air defenses and hitting 

27 
enemy tank formations in the flank by surprise.   Until the Syrian air 

defenses were finally neutralized from the air, and the Egyptian air 

defenses by ground attack, the IAF apparently continued this tactic. 

As will be seen, there is a striking similarity between this modified 

Israeli tactic and that employed by the Arabs. 

The Arab Low Altitude Threat« 1973 

The Israelis were not the only users of modem aerial weaponry— 

they were also the target of Soviet fighter-bombers flown by Arabs. 

Although the MIG-21 was reported in a ground attack role, the primary 

Soviet aircraft used by the Arabs in close air support were the SU-7, 

SU-20, and older MIG-l?.28 The intensity of Arab air attacks peaked 

on the first day, October 6, and then became almost nonexistant. 

The first day was impressive as 100 Egyptian aircraft struck 

29 
the Israelis along the Bar-Lev Line and deep into the Sinai.   The 

surprise attack flew under Israeli radar scopes and the Arab rockets 

and bombs effectively found their targets.-3  Cannon strafing,  air to 

ground rockets and bombs were reported as the ordnance delivered on 

Israeli targets by the MIG and Sukhoi aircraft.32 Although Ineffective, 

the Egyptians also employed the Kelt, an air to ground missile delivered 

by TIM6 bomber.33 Bombs and rockets were primarily employed to 

supplement the preferred attack method of cannon strafing. The 37iiwn 

cannon of the MIG-l?, for example, was reported effective against 

armored vehicles. 

Arab tactics, however, may be of greater importance than their 

    .■-..-.- ^aSlii&i» 
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ordnance. Regardless of their flying proficiency, the Arabs reflected 

their Soviet training and tactics, thus adding another useful area of 

study. Arab close air support tactics are best described by the Isiaeli 

soldiers who survived air attacks of the first day such as Plncas Oren 

in the Slnal. 

"They came so quickly I couldn't even see them," recalled 
Plncas Oren. ''They flew low and hit hard. Several targets 
sustained damage."^^ 

That same day, October 6, Sergeant Gary Salomon had a similar 

experience as he was attacked by the Syrians at a forward military pomt 

in the Golan Heights. 

There were twenty planes coining at us. It all happened so 
fast, we didnH have a chance to properly identify them. They 
came In low, strafing our forward positions.3" 

Reinforcing the reports of low angle attacks by the Arabs, 

Rami Kaplan, an Israeli air defenseman, statedi 

"When I saw the first four MIGs (MIG-l?) coming, I almost 
pissed in my pants. They shot a brace of rockets at us from a 
height of about two hundred meters and the whole world turned 
black. "^ 

All close air support of the Egyptian and Syrian air forces 

38 
appears to have been low altitude with low angle releases-^ and were in 

39 many cases ground controlled, in the classic Soviet manner.   The fact 

that the IAP resorted to similar low level tactics when faced with heavy 

air defense probably reinforces the Soviets in their view. 

The 20 aircraft that attacked Sgt Salomon were probably from an 

entire squadron based at a single airfield in accordance with Soviet 

doctrine.   This massed air attack was most likely a result of Syrian 

overkill rather than standard Soviet doctrine. The four aircraft that 

attacked Kaplan were probably more typical of a Soviet doctrine of 

.  ...■■■.■.^■■..■;w:.„.  „Mm&u  . ^ 
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attackin« with a flight of four upon a single target. 

The Helicopter aa a Threati 1973 

On the surface, the 1973 Middle East War seems a classic 

opportunity to evaluate the performance and survivability of the 

helicopter in a sophisticated combat environment. Unfortunately, 

definite conclusions are elusive. The Arab and Israeli participants 

utilized helicopters, but not in tactical air cavalry units such as th« 

air cavalry troop of the ACR. Not surprisingly, conclusions have been. 

mixed, some hastily made. For example, the so called "Stratton Report,, 

of the U.S. House of Representatives stated the followlngi 

The Israeli Air Force Commander had a very negative attitude 
towards the helicopter and said it was only useful if it could fly 
at night below (deleted). He referred to it as a "clutch weapon" 
and said that in the daytime it "did not have a right to exlfet."41 

If true, the U.S. would not have to be concerned about a Soviet 

helicopter threat and could scrap its own helicopter development program 

and employment of helicopters in tactical units. The hasty oonclusion 

of the Stratton Report was later contradicted, however. The Israeli 

Air Force Chief of Staff has since stated that he was quoted out of 

context. In fact, it is known that the Israelis are seeking to buy the 

U.S. "Cobra" attack helicopter.   The mixed conclusions arrive from the 

varied results obtained on the battlefield. 

Using the initial advantages of tactical surprise, the Arabs 

enjoyed good success with helibome assaults. On the first day, Syrian 

helibome commandos successfully took the vital observation positions 

cf Moun-, Herman from the Israelis. ^ It was the Egyptians, however, who 

counted heavily upon helicopter mounted troops, Egyptian Chief of Staff 

    _ 
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Shazli took great pride In his twraty tough commando battalions who were 

to raid deep behind Israeli positlonB using Soviet helicopters.   The 

daylight helicopter operatlona on the first day of the Egyptian attack 

across the Suez resulted in no loss of the Soviet MI-8 helicopters. 

The Egyptian helibome units had clearly demonstrated their ability to 

penetrate the vast and spottily defended Israeli air space. 

Later, however, the Israelis began to take a toll of Arab 

helicopters although they never completely stopped Egyptian insertions. 

By 1*+ October, the Israelis claimed to have destroyed 25 Egyptian and 

10 Syrian helicopters.   The evidence indicates that the IAF accounted 

for many of the helicopter kills. As more Israeli ground forces 

arrived on the battlefield increasing detection capability, and as the 

IAF became more dominant, Arab helibome operations became correapond- 

ingly less successful. 

The only major Israeli helibome operation occured in the Golan 

Heights and was very successful. On 21 October, a helibome Israeli 

paratroop brigade retook the vital position of Mount Herman while IAF 

48 
Phantoms overwatched and provided close air support.   It was these 

Phantoms that destroyed four helicopter loads of Syrian commandos 

49 
attempting to reinforce the beselged Syrian defenders of Mount Herman. 

The important lesson of helicopter vulnerability to air attack is of 

great significance. 

From the evidence of the Middle East, it is logical to conclude 

that helicopters can successfully penetrate the airspace of a sophisti- 

cated enemy. Without the advantage of surprise, however, local air 

superiority during the daytime would seem a requirement as the hellcop- 

mauttutasaa mam —-i.^-":: 
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ter is extremely vulnerable to modem fighters. U.S. tactics stressing 

night operations and the avoidance of known enemy ground air defense 

weapons appear validate. Since neither side employed the armed or 

attack helicopter, no direct conclusions can be made. However, the 

previously mentioned IAF desire to purchase the "Cobra" attack helicopter 

offers an insight to Israeli conclusions and may well affect U.S. and 

Soviet thinking. 

i 

Conclusions 

Prom the Mideast wars of 196? and 1973. the following general 

conclusions concerning the low altitude air threat to the ACR can be 

summarized as followsi 

1. An unrestricted, sophisticated air force, such as that possessed 

by the Soviets, can seriously degrade ACR mobility on the battlefield. 

2. Aerial delivered capons can destroy even the heaviest armored 

vehicles possessed by the ACR. 

3. Thn types of Soviet air delivered weapons that can be delivered on 

the ACK are unguided rockets, conventional bombs, and cannon strafing, 

i^ The Soviets, based on the Israeli experience, could penetrate the 

densest of air defenses through determination and proper tactics. 

5. The Soviet tactics, based upon observation of the Arabs and.Israelis, 

would be to fly as low as possible with low angle release of ordnance. 

6. Helibome assaults are a viable threat to the ACR, but are highly 

vulnerable to air attack and air defense systems. 

7. Based on the IAF experience, high performance aircraft attacking 

ground targets are highly vulnerable to SHORAD weapon systems. 

■ - ..r..- ^..^ ..■..„... ^^L^.^.... 
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THK SOVIET M ALI [TUDE THREAT 

tivtroduclion 

The lessons from the Middle East can offer clues relating to the 

Soviet low altitude threat, but they are obviously not comprehensive. 

Wa know that the Arabs had limitations in training and equipment. 

Additionally, the Soviets, in their training and philosophy of employ- 

ment, consider another dimension-that of the nuclear battlefield. 

Since 1965, Soviet military writers have embarked on a directed 

effort to educate their military professional community to the changes in 

tactics required by the potential or actual use of tactical nuclear 

weapons. One of the most important and authoritative books in this area. 

The Offensive by Colonel A.A. Sidorenko, has been translated into English 

and published by the U.S. Air Force.  It is believed that Ti^Offensive 

is the equivalent of a doctoral dissertation, for it was published in 1970. 

the same year Sidorenko was listed as a Candidate of Military Science 

(roughly equivalent to a Ph. D). Since COL Sidorenko is presently a 

Doctor of Military Science and a faculty member of the Frun.e Military 

Academy, the publishing of Th^Offensive by the Military Publishing House 

in Moscow, and its ..recommended reading.« status for Soviet officers, mark 

its validity as an authoritative source about Soviet military thinking. 

In hi. review of Th^Offensive. Colonel Jess B. Hendricks. Jr.. states. 

Because of the direct insights into Soviet offensive doctrine, 
cast in the context of NATO military capability and thought. 
ca-r. i:; "" ,,,,. wrirk T recommend consideration be given to issuing 
Cry to eac MTO colanSr f^m battalion on up. Action is already 
undeSaJto integrate this took as a referee into appropriate 

Command and General Staff College courses. 

Tb* Offensive then becomes a primary source to be used, along 

with Mideast lessons and an analysis of current Soviet tactical aircraft. 

..^■.^..■-^ .^^^^:..^w^.^^ „i,^,^^^..^^^,^^,.. ...^ia^**»^^ 
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to further develop the Soviet low altitude threat to the armored 

cavalry regiment. 

Soviet SggaBg Attack Aircraft 

The Soviet tactical air force numbers about «+.500 aircraft 

ranging frot older YAK 28 and MIG-l? aircraft to the variable-geometry 

wing MIG-23, Of these, the 500 SU~7. 1.350 MIG-21 and 300 M1G-23 air- 

craft are worthy of special analysis.52 Table 1 compares these three 

Soviet aircraft and a U.S. counterpart to provide an important conclusion. 

From a ground attack standpoint, the U.S. counterparts are far superior 

in terms of combat radius, maximum range, and maximum bomb load. This 

^eans. in effect, that with less range and bomb load, the Soviet strike 

aircraft can accomplish less and must operate from bases closer to the 

forward edge of the battle area (FEBA).  In spite of these relative 

limitations, the sheer numbers of Soviet aircraft demand respect and a 

detailed analysis of each major type. 

The Arab air attacks of the 1973 Mideast conflict demonstrated 

the effectiveness of Soviet conventional bomb, rocket, and cannon 

weapon systems. Added to this array are aerial delivered nuclear 

weapons,53 Although the Arabs did not employ cluster bo.b units (CBU). 

the logical assumption that the Soviets have such ordnance is made in 

the Test TC 23-^. "™  to rraln In Small Am.s for Air Defense, and 

should be considered.^ For the purpose of this study, therefore, the 

ACR may expect conventional and nuclear bombs, rockets, cannon, and CBU 

when attacked by Soviet tactical aircraft. All Soviet aircraft comparea 

5n Table 1 have this capability. 

!,, the category of a specialised ground attack aircraft, the 

■asftaa^^^^^^^ 
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SU-7B ("Fitter-A") has attachments for external stores such as rocket 

packs and, usually, two 750kg and 500kg bombs under each wing, in 

addition, a 30™ cannon with ?0 rounds of ammunition Is located in each 

wing-root leading edge.^ As seen in Table 1, the SU-7B carries the 

biggest payload of Soviet strike aircraft, but at the sacrifice of 

having the least range. General Dixon, as the Commander of the USAF 

Tactical Air Command, views the "Fitter-A" as the first of a future 

family of close air support aircraft which will have Improved range and 

fire power.56 One improved version, for example, is the "Fitter-B" 

57 
which is a standard SU-7B with partially variable wings.   It is 

probably the "Fitter-B" or the MIG-23 (full variable-geometry wing) 

which was the "SU-20M alleged to have been employed by the Arabs in the 

58 
1973 Mideast war. 

The MIG-21MF ("Fishbed-J") falls into the category of multi- 

purpose fighter-boiiibers. Carrying less than half the bomb load of the 

SU-7B, the "Fishbed-J" has four underwing pylons. The inner pylons can 

accomodate bombs, fuel tanks, or missiles} the outer pylons can mount 

2 rocket packs of sixteen 57BUII rockets each. An underbelly pack can 

59 
house a twin-barrel 23mm gun with a 200 round capability.   It was 

■ probably this version of the MIG-21 that was employed against the 

Israelis in 1973. 

In the last category, little is known about the MIG-23 

"Flogger." Like the F-lll, it has a variable-geometry wing which will 

permit the slower speeds necessary for close air support. The "Flogger" 

may have radar and missile systems similar to the P-4 "Phantom"  and 

may provide a viable night attack capability. 

—^ -^w-iifMiMMiili^^ 
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In summary, the Soviets possess a large number of modem 

aircraft with tomb, rocket, cannon and, possibly, CBU capabilities. The 

SU-7B family provides the foundation to build specialized ground attack 

fighters with greater ranges and bomb loads. Together, the SU-7B, 

MIG-21MF, and MIG-23 aircraft pose a formidable threat to the armored 

cavalry regiment. 

Soviet Air Attack Priorities 

The Mideast War of 1973 reflected only Arab and Israeli air 

attack priorities. It is The Offensive that reveals critical Insight 

into the air attack priorities of the Soviets, The following quotes 

offer a clear and consistent pattern in priorities for air strikes. 

Modem front aviation ,,.. can iaunch powerful and accurate 
strikes with nuclear and conventional ammunition to a great depth 
under the most varied weather conditions and destroy the means of 
nuclear attack, personnel and equipment. It can concentrate its 
efforts quickly on the required direction and dependably destroy 
reserves, control posts, various and small size targets and 
objectives in the rear area, 

,,, the air support of attacking troops is connected with the 
involvement of fighter-bomber aviation first of all. The main 
objectives of its actions are considered to be nuclear missile and 
firing weapons, tactical reserves, control points, tanks, and 
motorized infantry of the enemy which are located beyond the range 
of the artillery.62 

By performing an independent search and immediately destroying 
important objectives which are detected, especially nuclear attack 
means and reserves, the aviation has enormous influence on 
continuity and tempos of attack 63 

Usually the main air efforts at night are concentrated on 
destruction of means of nuclear attack, enemy reserves, and centers 
of resistance located beyond the range of artillery fire. 6* 

Based upon the preceding quotes, the Soviet priorities are in 

the following order. 

1. Nuclear capable weapon systems. 

i«u ttMiHik.   ^  ^. .......-.,..-^■. ^äm^m^^M^^^M^äa^mn^..  ^  „ _ 
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2, Reserves. 

3, GPB (Comnand Posts, or as Sidorenko puts it, "Control points"). 

k.    Other combat eleaents. 

An additional point, evident from these quotes, is that Soviet 

aviation Hill particularly concentrate on those targets beyond artillery 

range. 

Concerning the first priority, the attack of our nuclear capable 

weapons is an almost obsessive theme of Sidorenko. The following 

clearly states the first priority of air attack. 

... aviation can accomplish a wide span of missions. The most 
important of them is the destruction of the enemy's means of nuclear 
attack. This mission will be accomplished under any conditions,°5 

Sidorenko also considers the destruction of our nuclear capability as 

the primary mission of Soviet artillery.   In fact, in a portion of his 

Chapter IV, entitled "The Destruction of Tactical Means of Nuclear Attack," 

he carefully notes that every 155»» howitzer of the U.S. is nuclear- 

capable, not to mention the 8" (203,2B«) howitzer and our tactical, 

nuclear-capable missile family. Sidorenko reflects his concern stating, 

"It Is completely obvious that the successful conduct of the offensive 

is unthinkable without the timely and dependable neutralization and 

6? destruction of these means," ' It is unlikely that the Soviets would 

alter their first priority If hostilities began in a non-nuclear, 

conventional situation, for they acknowledge the potential capability 

of our weapon systems and desire to preempt our use of tactical nuclear 

weapons by destroying our delivery means. 

Concerning the nuclear capability of the ACR, Sidorenko says 

the following about U.S. capabilities. 

It was substantiated in the U.S. press, for example, that now 

mam ■.....■ymmmmum 
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3. Regimental and squadron GPs. 

k.    Armored cavalry troops (as other combat elements). 

Soviet Ground Attack Tactics 

The previously discussed tendency of Soviet tactical air to 

concentrate on targets beyond their artillery range underlines how 

artillery and air will complement each other as means of fire support 

employed against us. In The Offensive. Sidorenko concentiates on the 

ability of Soviet tactical aviation to use independent "search and 

71 
destruction" of nuclear delivery systems using the "hunting" method. 

72 
This method is also used for locating and attacking reserves,  and 

"other important mobile and small-sized targets."73 The reduction of 

visual signatures of the ACR must therefore be an Important part of 

its passive air defense to reduce detection. Obviously, an adequate 

air: defense is required to make Soviet reconnaissance and attack of 

targets of opportunity a costly venture. 

Sidorenko makes the claim that modem navigational aids and 

bombing techniques enable Soviet aviation to accomplish at night "almost 

all the same missions as it performs In the daytime." ' He later deals 

with the use of air-dropped and artillery flares, as well as search- 

75 
lights, to illuminate the battlefield for tactical aircraft.   In this 

case, we may doubt how well the Soviets can accomplish illuminated air 

attacks, but not their serious intent. For example, the use of artil- 

lery iriumination for air strikes is entirely possible. In February 197^, 

during FTX Brave Rifles VII at Ft Bliss, the howitzer battery of 2/3 ACR 

fired actual illumination missions over the opposing 3/3 AGH, Two K-4r; 

based at Hollomon AFB, N.M., successfully flew several air strikes 

   . „  ^....^^^to^ ..  _ _.__ _ j 
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against th« surprised 3d Squadron troopers.  (The surprise xas genuine 

as no actual fire missions had previously been conducted Hithin the 

maneuver area Itself.) The flares caused exposed windshields and 

observation devices to stand out, thus facilitating target detection for 

the pilots.76 The Soviets may well have experienced simiiar success. 

Whether the Soviet aircraft are "hunting" or on a controlled 

air strike, the tactics they employ are Important to the defender. 

Sidorenko notes that the Increased effectiveness of modern aircraft 

allows a smaller number of aircraft to accomplish many missions. He 

supports his view by noting that some foreign nations employ their 

strike aircraft "singly, in pairs, or in flights." Sidorenko further 

notes the use of low altitudes and great speeds to counter air defenses, 

yet permit the destruction of targets. 

The previously discussed tactics of Soviet-trained Arab pilots 

support the high speed, low altitude attack assumed in Army Test TO 23-^, 

How to Train in SaaU^rms for Air Defense. The threat assumed in this 

publication appears supported by both the Mideast experience and 

The Offensive and Is summarized as follows, THE TYPICAL ATTACK WILL 

CONSIST OF A FLIGHT OF FOUR AIRCRAFT ARMED WITH ROCKETS. 1,100 POUND 

BOMBS, CLUSTER BOMB UNITS (GBU), AND 23inm/37mm GUNS.  FLYING AT LOW 

ALTITUDE AND HIGH SPEED OUT OF RESPECT FOR OUR AIR DEFENSES, THEY WILL 

BE IN TWO ELEMENTS OF TWO AIRCRAFT EACH.  UPON SIGHTING A TARGOT. THE 

FIRST ELEMENT WILL "POPUP" TO DIVERT ATTENTION FROM THE SECOND ELEMENT 

WHICH WILL ATTACK WITH A LEVEL, HIGH-SPEED. LOW ALTITUDE PASS. OF CBU 

TO SUPPRESS AIR DEFENSE.  USING HIGH SPEED. HIGH-G MANEUVERS. THE FIRST 

ELEMENT WILL RETURN WITH HEAVIER ROCKCT. BOMB AND GANNON ORDNANCE. THE 

SECOND ELEMENT MAY ALSO RETURN FOR A SECOND PASS IF NECESSARY FOR TARGET 
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DESTRUCTION AND THE SITUATION PERMITS. 
c 78 

The Tactical Role of the Helicopter 

Arab use of Soviet helicopters such as the Ml-6, capable of 

carrying 2k  troops (equivalent to the U.S. CH-47),  has already been 

described in the discussion of the Mideast War of 1973- Regarding the 

success of heiiborne operations in the Mideast, the Soviets will 

obviously draw their own conclusions. Currently possessing 2,500 heli- 

copters of all types,  it is obvious that the Soviets see great advan- 

tages to "airborne" forces which, according to The Offensive, can be 

either parachute or helicopter landed. As seen by Sidorenko, troops of 

the ? airborne divisions  and helibome forces would have the following 

missions. 

Appearing suddenly In the enemy's rear, airborne landing forces 
can disrupt troop control, destroy means of mass destruction, 
capture and hold Important objectives or sectors, distract enemy 
reserves from their immediate purpose, and thus create favorable 
conditions to achieve higher tempos of attack.... 

The Offensive offers a good example of how heliborne forces 

would be employed with the mission of capturing Important objectives. 

Sidorenko praises a heliborne operation that occurred during the Dnepr 

exercises in late September 1967. Without prior training, a motorized 

rifle battalion with its organic weapons and equipment (less vehicles, 

presumably) was loaded into helicopters to seize a deep objective from 

the "enemy* forces. The successful accomplishment of their mission 
Q'l 

facilitated thej river crossing by the main body. '  Two important points 

of Soviet heliborne employment emerge. The first Is the fact that 

previously untrained Soviet infantry are employed as heliborne troops- 

all Soviet infantrymen must be considered potential heliborne troops! 

■ ^ 

ÜMMt ^^aa^t*®*******,^ ---—"-^-^ 
, 
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i... üecouü point is that Imagination and experimentation In trainAn« are 

not fori'ipn Lo the Soviets. 

The Mideast lesson of the vulnerability of the helicopter to 

air attack during daylight operations should reinforce the Soviet 

doctrlnt of night attack expressed by Sldorenko in 1970. Although he 

acknowledges the difficulty of night heliborne (airborne) operations, 

Bidorenko believes that the night favors their employment. 

Darkness increases the probability of achieving surprise In 
landS a "rce and weakens the effect of fighter aviation anti- 
aircraft weapons, and the fire of enemy ground troops. All this 
decrSses trvulnexabllity of the landing ^rCeS ^ anejy attacR. 
hinders the fight against the forces an as a re ut  nerves 84 rSe™" S e^;;:;-;^- airl»me landings at night, 

Sidorenko's awareness of the advantage of night heliborne operations 

and his positive tone in discussing other types of night operations 

offer convincing evidence that the night Is a favored period of combat 

for the Soviets. 

We can be more certain of Soviet use of troop-carrying hell- 

copters than their employment of an armed or attack helicopter. 

Sidorenko devotes several pages of ^Offensive to a professional, 

objective analysis of NATO (primarily U.S.) employment of the armed 

helicopter noting both their vulnerabilities and their advantages." 

it is unclear whether he is merely informing his readers of NATO Intent, 

or building a case in ^70 for a Soviet counterpart. It Is significant 

that the Soviets now have a oounterpart to the U.S. Cobra-the MI-24. 

The "Hind A' is the antitank version of the MI-24 armed with Sagger 

antitank missiles, the "Hind B" is the rocket pod version. Both have a 

chin turret with an automatic weapon, believed to be a 23mm cannon, and 

can carry between 8 to 12 troops in addition to their fully loaded 

85 
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86 weapon systems. Sidorenko gives us no clues concerning the tactical 

employment of Soviet armed helicopters. It is logical to assume, however, 

that they might envision them as armed escorts to provide accompanying 

fire support for heliborne assaults. At the present. It is too specula- 

tive to assume a Soviet concept of armed helicopters employed indepen- 

dently in specially organised units such as our own air cavalry combat 

brigade (AGCB). 

In summary, the Soviet "airborne" threat includes vertical 

envelopment by parachute forces or normal Infantry mounted in troop 

helicopters, possibly accompanied by armed helicopters. Additionally, 

there is a high probability of night operations. 

SUMMARY OF THE LOW ALTITUDE THREAT 

The Soviet low altitude threat to the armored cavalry regiment 

can be nummarized as followsi 

High Performance Aircraft 

In large numbers, the SU-7B, augmented by the MIG-23, will be 

the «oat likely aircraft to attack ACR targets. 

Ordnance 

Although nuclear capable, conventional bombs, rockets, cannon 

and CBU are the likely ordnance carried by Soviet aircraft. 

Priorities 

The Soviets will most likely attack in order of priority» 

1, Howitzer batteries. 

2. Tank companies, 

3, Command posts. 

4. Cavalry troops. 

mäM*. __ 
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Tactics 

Flying at low altitude, a flight of four Soviet aircraft will be 

the most likeJy formation to attack a single target. Operating in 

elements of two aircraft each, the first element may "popup" to divert 

defenders from the second element which will attack using low level/low 

angle of release tactics. Multiple passes are possible. Illuminated 

night air attacks can be expected. 

Helicopter Employment 

The ACR must consider vertical envelopment by heliborne 

infantry, possibly escorted by armed helicopters. Night heliborne 

attacks are highly probable. 

Potential Effectiveness 

Unrestricted, the Soviet tactical air force can deny the ACR 

mobility on the battlefield, destroy its heaviest armor, and thereby 

degrade mission accomplishment. Even the heaviest air defenses Hill 

not preclude some damage by determined attacks over a sustained period. 

Vulnerabilities 

Soviet close air support aircraft and helicopters are highly 

vulnerable to integrated LOMAD/SHORAD/SAFAD systems along the FEBA. 

High loss rates from these systems would benefit the ACR in that« 

1. Air defense units may become an attack priority second only to the 

nuclear capable howitzer batteries, thus taking pressure off the eorabat 

eleraentf;. 

2. Soviet bombing accuracy would most likely be degraded if Soviet 

pilots have to adjust tactics out of respect for an effective air defense. 

3. Reconnaissance and attack of targets of opportunity ("hunting" 

technique) would be severely curtailed. 

..^^..^^ ..;.^-^-. -^. 
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^. The armored cavalry regiment would have a greater assurance of 

mission accomplishment. 
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GHAPl^KÜ Uli THE AGR AS A TAflGET AND ITS ÜHGANIC 
MEANS OF AI| DEFENSE 

1NTK0DUCTION 

TRADOG Bulletin No 2,  "Air Defense of the Field Force," states 

as one of its conclusionsi 

U.S. Forces can no longer depend on operating in a total air 
superiority environment. The Soviets can and will achieve local 
air superiority and use close air support against our maneuver 

forces. 

With this realistic conclusion and the low altitude threat developed 

in Chapter II in mind, the armored cavalry regiment (AGR) will be 

analyzed in this chapter as a target. Its vulnerabilities as well as 

its defenses must be scrutinized before any determination of a SHORAD 

shortfall can be made. 

Air Defense Doctrine in Armor Publications 

Before analyzing the AGR as a target, a brief look at currently 

published doctrine provides an insight into why armor commanders 

generally do not understand air defense artillery (ADA) capabilities and 

limitations, why they tend to do a poor job in assessing themselves as 

targets, and why they usually provide inadequate guidance to their air 

defense commanders, both Redeye and Chaparral/Vulcan (C/v). 

The existing published doctrine is generally scanty, out-dated, 

and often erroneous. The basic armor "bible" is FM I'M, Armor Operations. 

Published in I966, the FM's outdated discussion was written boforo the 

advunl of the present C/V battalion found organic to the diviaiuti ana 

I'M 

:M 
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FM i7,^7„Alr Cavalry Squadron (June 1969) refers the reader to FM 17-1, 

FM 17-.QS—The Armored Cavalry Regiment (May I966) with Change 1 (March 

1970). The basic FM 17-95 of I966 contains virtually no discussion 

of air defense!  Change 1 (dated 1970) adds Section IX, "Air Defense," 

which is a general, vague discussion of air defense that deteriorates to 

the following 1 "For techniques of fire, rules of engagement, and control 

2 
of Redeye and non-air defense weapons, see FM 17-1." 

It is anall wonder that cavalrymen and air defense artillerymen 

alike t.t Ft Bliss had difficulties finding a point of departure for 

integrated 3d ACR/llth AD Gp tactical exercises (as noted in Chapter I). 

Unfortunately, this malady is pervasive throughout the armor community 

and must be rectified by publishing updated, comprehensive manuals. 

Doctrine in Air Defense Publications 

The impact of the 1973 Mideast War is still being felt as a 

hard look is being taken at U.S. air defense capabilities and the appli- 

cation of lessons learned. Consequently, the air defense "bible," 

FM 44-1 (February 1970), is also outdated. A draft FM 44-1, to be 

published in final version upon approval. Includes the latest air 

defense doctrine as it continues to evolve. In the meantime, publi- 

cations such as Air Defense Trends, th« Air Defense Bulletin, and 

pamphlets such as Army Air Defense, an Overview for the Field Cownander, 

incorporate the updated doctrine to permit its immediate application in 

the field. Some of the current air defense writing has appeared in 

Armor magazine such as LTC Staudemaier's pertinent and educational 

article "Air Defense for Armored Leaders."3 These excellent publications 

constitute a concerted and obviously justified effort to bring combined 

'■''**iA*aa'i"i^^ 
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arms commanders to a doctrinally updated, sound awareness of air defense 

coniiiderationp. Such publications wil} provide the doctrinal basis 

for this analysis of the ACR's SHORAD requirements. 

The ACR Commander and His Critical Assets 

, '    The what to be defended must first be clarified. In the 

definition provided in Chapter I of a "vital area," It was noted that 

the term could Include a small unit such as a troop, company, or battery. 

It can also include a command post (GP), logistical area such as combat 

or field trains, a refueling point, or a key bridge. To avoid confusing 

a "vital area" with an area defense, the more current term of "critical 

asset" will be used from this point on. It Is essential to understand 

that the size of a critical asset is relatively small. No SHORAD weapon 

system can protect an operational area such as a squadron of regimental 

zone of action, much less that of a division as currently stated in 

FM 17-1! 

The determination of whether an asset is "critical" or «vital" 

and its priority for protection is the field commander's decision. To 

make an intelligent decision, the field commander must understand how 

air defense artillery (ADA) will organize to fight the air battle. 

Since the air battle involves the principles of weapon mass, complem- 

tary weapon mix, mobility, and integration, the ACR commander should 

understand these principles, as outlined in the pamphlet Army Air 

Defense. An Overview for the Field Commander. They arei 

MASS is achelved by concentrating ADA weapons on and jiround a 
defended critical asset. Normally, no less than a short-range 
gun/missile battery organization is used in defense of each critical 
asset. Long-and medium-range, radar-directed systems normally 
employ an entire battalion organization to defend critical assets. 

i^^^^mm 
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MIX Is achieved by employing a complementary family of weapons. 
The capabilities of one system offset the limitations of another 
system to prevent the air threat froa defeating (in aetaiij any 
particular weapon system. Mix is attained by employing a short- 
range gun/missile combination to defend critical assets. The iong- 
and medium-range, radar-directed systems complement short-range 
systems by denying the medium- and high-altitude attack approaches 
to the air threat. 

MOBILITY. Short-range gun/missile units have the mobility to 
keep up with and maintain the AD coverage for the maneuver force. 
Medium-range, radar-directed units have and must use mobility to 
move subordinate firing elements frequently in order to maintain 
coverage over and beyond the maneuver force and to survive AI) 
suppression attacks. 

INTEGRATION is achieved by having short-range AD weapons 
integrated forward Into the commander's scheme of maneuver and 
integrated rearward, through command and control ties, with all 
available supporting AD forces. 

The key element of the weapon mix is the Hawk missile system 

which provides all corps units, including the armored cavalry regiment, 

continuous protection against low and medium altitude air attack. 

Within the corps area defense MumbrellaM provided by Hawk, corps C/V 

units may be assigned to protect a nondlvisional unit such as the 

armored cavalry regiment» 

Although to achieve sufficient mass, a complete C/V battery is 

preferable to defend a designated critical asset, a platoon of four 

systems is the smallest unit which can adequately protect an asset. 

Recognising the scarcity of ADA assets, the Cavalry/Scout Study notes 

that a platoon of four Vulcan systems provides adequate mass for an 

attacking company.  At F'ort Knox on 2 October 197^, a Vulcan platoon 

and a Redeye team were demonstrated for the TRADOC/FORSCOM Cümmanderö' 

Conference to show how they provide the minimum air defense necessary 

for a company-size maneuver team,' 

An extension of this doctrine applies to Redeye. To insure 

        _ __ .__   _ ._ ._.__.„ ,^ 
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ovfTlappinR covprape, the «ntire Kedeye section is required to 
p 

adequately protect a critical asset.  This consideration is logical 

since all Redeye sections have at least four teams which roughly equate 

to the four systems of the Vulcan or Chaparral platoon required to 

protect a single critical asset. 

In summary, the ACR commander must consider at least a C/V 

platoon or Redeye section to achieve sufficient mass to effectively 

protect a critical asset. His designated critical assets for air defense 

protection must be no larger than troop/company/battery-size units, 

command posts, or trains. 

THL' ARMORED CAVALRY REGIMENT 

• 

Organization and Missions 

As shown in Figure 1, the ACR consists of a Headquarters and 

Headquarters Troop, Air Cavalry Troop, and three Armored Cavalry 

Squadrons. Normally assigned as a corps non-divisional unit» the ACR 

has the following mission and capabilities. 

MISSIONi To provide security and perform reconnaissance for the unit to 
which assigned or attached and to engage in offensive, 
defensive, or delaying action as an economy of force unit, 

CAPABILITIES! a. Conducts reconnaissance operations. 
b. Conducts security operations. 
c. Operates in an economy of force role without being 

reinforced in offensive, defensive, or retrograde 
operations. 

d. Operates as a task force when suitably reinforced in 
offensive, defensive, or retrograde operations. 

e. Operates in support of forces engaged in stability 
operations." 

The regimental Headquarters and Headquarters Troop (HHT), as 

shown in Figure 2, provides the command, control and supervision means 

of the regimental headquarters.   As such, HHT assets will normally be 

mmmiäääi   _ __  ■,.^.,.J.^.... ....^.^..^*^iu^.****^*..^*i^^ ■ - - -^^^^^ä 
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divided between the regimental command post (CP), HHT Aviation Platoon 

assembly area, and regimental field trains. The HHT Aviation Platoon 

assembly area provide.- the base for its 10 helicopters, the DS Aircraft 

Systems Repair Section which supports all ^9 regimenlal aircraft, and 

the 12 helicopters organic to the squadrons. The resulting 22+ helicop- 

ters and their ground support assets dictate that the platoon establish 

its own assembly area to avoid further congestion of the regimental 

field trains. As the largest single critical asset of the regiment in 

11 
size, the regimental field trains can number over 200 vehicles.   This 

number includes the bulk of squadron logistical assets, and attached 

corps logistical assets such as a DS maintenance company, medical 

company, transportation company, etc. 

The Air Cavalry Trcop (ACT), as a tactical unit of 2? helicopters 

(Figure 3), may operate from both its rear assembly area and one or more 

FARBP (Forward Area Refueling-Rearming Point) locations. 

The Armored Cavaliy Squadron (Figure 4) merits special attention. 

Designed as a combined arms force, the squadron has the same basic 

mlMion and capabilities as the regiment. With its own HHT for command 

and control, the squadron commander employs three Armored Cavalry Trvops. 

a Tank Company, and an organic SP, 155** Howitzer Battery Ifound only in 

the squadron of the AGR). 

The squadron HHT (Figure 5) Kill normally be divided between 

the squadron CP, a combat trains, and the regimental field trains. 

The Armored Cavalry Troops (Figure 6) are normally fully 

deployed across wide frontages, particularly when performing reconnais- 

sance or security missions. 

Consisting of 1? M60A1 medium tanks, the Tank Company of the 
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squadron (Figure ?), Is the normal squadron reserve, and is usually 

deployed as a single unit over much less area than the cavalry troop. 

The Howltaer Battery (Figure 8) provides both conventional and 

nuclear fire support for the squadron, on which It also orients Its 

movement. To provide continuous fire support, the battery often dis- 

places by echelons which can pose significant problems for its air 

defense. 

Comon to the regimental and squadron HHTs are Redeye sections 

which provide an organic SHORAD capability. The regimental section has 

four teams,12 each squadron section has six teams13 for a total of 22 

teams in the regiment. With only four Bedeye Teams, it takes little 

analysis to determine that the regimental HHT Redeye .ectiOn is.hard- 

pressed in protecting the regimental CP, air cavalry troop, aviation 

platoon, and the huge regimental field trains. With six teams, each 

squadron at least has the capability of providing one team with each 

troop, company, and battery. 

The ACR as a Target 

As previously discussed, the ACR commander, in analyzing his 

critical assets, considers each separate troop, company, battery. CP 

assembly area and logistical installation as potential targets of 

Soviet aircraft. A summary of the ACR«s critical assets, without 

discrimination as to siae or priority, is as followst 

-, Critical Asset Total 
Level -== ' — 

Regiment Command Post 
ACT Assembly Area 
ACT FARRP (daytime) 
HHT Avn Pit Assembly Area 
Field Trains (includes field 
trains of all subordinate units)   1 

.:.■■■ ■. ■■■.- .■: -. -■■■  ■■■ ■ 
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Level 

Squadrons (3) 

Critical Asset 

Command Posts 
Combat Trains 
Armored Cavalry Troops 
Tank Companies 
Howitzer Batteries 

Total 

3 
3 
9 
3 
3 

TOTAL, ACR 26 

At this point, a simplistic approach to determine the additional 

SHORAD requirement could be made as followsi 

26 critical assets - k  Redeye sections = 22 critical assets/shortfall (or 
a requirement for 22 C/V platoons) 

22 G/V platoons 

3 platoons/battery 

7,33 batteries 

-7,33 batteries 

1,83 C/V Battalions 
k  batteries/bn 

The result of 1.83 C/V battalions could easily be rounded up to 

2 full battalions with the consideration of a full battery to defend the 

large regimental field trains. Obviously, no U.S. Army corps commander 

could afford to protect his ACR with two full G/V battalions even if he 

had the assets. The U.S. Army is not likely to compete with the Soviets 

quantitatively in air defense assets. As noted in Chapter IIf the 

Soviet-supplied Egyptian and Syrian forces in the Mideast War of 1973 

employed more air defense missile battalions than the entire U.S. Army 

possesses. Therefore, huge quantities of air defense weapon systems 

are not the answer for the ACR or any U.S. maneuver unit. Before a 

realistic assessment of the SHORAD requirement of the ACR can be made, 

the components of passive and active air defense measures available to 

the regiment must be anallzed and employed to the maximum extent possible. 

__ _.,,  . ^  ^.^... . :   . ...  .... ...:;.; 
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PASSIVE AIR DEFENSE 

» 

introduction 

Hecent 'jd AUH experience in the Kt Bliss d«';ert training areas 

In Texas and New Mexico have reinforced an old lesson in paBsive air 

defense—what the enemy cannot detect from the air, he cannot attack. 

This was illustrated during the four days of extensive maneuver during 

JTX Brave Shield VI in October 1973. None of the regimental/squadron 

command posts or combat and regimental field trains were detected or 

attacked by either the helicopters of the Air Cavalry Combat Brigade 

14 
(AGCB) or their supporting high performance aircraft. " The effective- 

ness of the passive air defense measures of camouflage, night displace- 

ments, night resupply, and the reduced size of CPs all contributed to 

the success of the 3d ACR. In an electronic warfare (EW) environment, 

passive measures will also limit Soviet detection of targets through 

electronic means and possible attack from the air. Passive air defense, 

then, is a vitally important component of air defense which merits 

considerable discussion. 

Camouflage 

At the present time, the Array has a program to camouflage paint 

all taotical vehicles and eventually provide light-weight, radar-energy- 

15 
absorbing camouflage nets for each vehicle and aircraft.   Due to devel- 

opment and funding problems, we are far from reaching this goal. At 

Fort Bliss, the 3d ACR relied heavily on a technique called "mud- 

painting."   Fine dirt was mixed with water and pattern "painted'' on the 

vehicles with brushes or brooms. Although easily removed by rain, the 

mud-painting technique had the advantage of the texture and color of the 

 ■» - ■ .        
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local soils.  Expertise was developed in breaking up vehicle outlines 

with proper contrasting to include gun tubes and track and suspension. 

Some vegetation was added to further break up outlines.  In the 3d ACB, 

scarce camouflage nets were limited to the more vulnerable command posts. 

A testimony of the effectiveness of camouflage is made by 

1LT Johnson, Aeroscout Section Leader of the Air Cavalry Troop, 3d  AGR, 

in his article "Can Aeroscouts Survive Desert Dangers?" 

Areas comprised predominantly of sand dunes are the most 
difficult in which an aerial observer might attempt to locate 
hostile armored forces. With proper camouflage a stationary M60A1 
emplaced among 15 foot sand dunes escapes detection at a range of 

200 meters.I? 

A key word in 1LT Johnson's description is "stationary." 

Air Force pilots and forward air controllers agree that a moving 

vehicle Is more easily detected.  But even a vehicle as large as a tank, 

if simply stopped next Lo a sand dune, is usually lost by pilots. 

This effective combination of camouflage and an immediate halt by a 

terrain feature, preferably in shadows, resulted in the following 

guidance to 3d ACH troopers. 

If under attack when moving, stop the track near a sand dune. 
Pilots have great difficulty distinguishing targets from dunes.10 

The task of camouflage is considerably easier for CPs and 

stationary vehicles than for helicopters. Efforts to reduce the glare 

of windscreens by covering them with CD blankets were unsatisfactory as 

they tend to scratch the plexiglass or produce static electricity which 

attracted clinging dust. Improperly used camouflage nets, when avaii- 

19 
able, can damage rotor heads complicating helicopter camouflage. 

Although no breakthroughs have been achieved on windscreen and rotor 

signature, the U.S. Army has developed camouflage pattern painting 

 ;      ;  ' 
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20 

techniques for the helicopter.   The realization that helicopter 

aaaembly areaa are highly vulnerable to enemy detection from the air 

•should result in aviation assets being located apart from other instal- 

lations such as GPs and trains. 

In suminary, effective camouflage, in conjunction with other 

passive measures, car. be considered the primary air defense measure for 

command posts and small logistical installations. Aviation assembly 

areas pose the greatest problem in this area. 

Dispersion \ 

GPT Hobert Kimball, in his article "Artillery in Air Defense," 

states that "... one air-delivered conventional bomb could eliminate the 

combat effectiveness of an entire unit."   Dispersion can not only 

reduce the effects of an air attack, but can aid in preventing detection. 

A "gaggle" of vehicles simply defies proper camouflaging, invites aerial 

detection, and presents a lucrative target.  Dispersion is an obviously 

effective defense measure that is inherent in some A(Jfi units. An armored 

cavalry troop operating on a frontage of 5-? km, with its three ten- 

vehicle platoons on line, presents an average density of only one 

vehicle per 16? to 233 meters. It is not likely that an enemy air 

attack could seriously hamper the troop operating over such large 

frontages. 

Other ACH critical assets Lack the inherent dispersion of a 

alloyed troop. For  example, the howitzer buttery and the tank company 

(poised for its reserve role) are quite lucrative targets. The 200+ 

vehicles of the regimental field trains compound their air defense 

problem because of the large area necessary for their dispersion. 

■■.■.■.^■■7v..^; ..■;..■■ ■.-■■■■:■■ .■.■;■ ■  ■ V ■..:.-■..■ ■,.,:.   ..,.   ■.-.       .   .-.      ■.■...... .. 
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Dispersion Is difficult but vital for helicopter assembly areas because 

of their Inherent "softness," aifflculty to camouflage, and lack of 

mobility on the ground. 

In summary, the inherent dispersion of the deployed armored 

cavalry troop could offer this unit its best air defense. Other 

critical assets, while requiring dispersion, cannot rely on this passive 

measure alone. 

Reduction of Combat Trains 

Of all 3d ACR critical assets, the squadron combat trains can 

vary the most in size. Over several months of analysis, the decision, 

was made in the 3d ACR to concentrate the majority of combat service 

support in the regimental field trains. Austere combat trains during 

JTX Brave Shield VI (Oct 73) and KTX Brave Rifles VII (Feb ?^) averaged 

about five vehicles. Located about 5 km from line units, these were 

vehicles with emergency POL, ammunition, G-rations, water and a DS 

maintenance contact team. The squadron maintenance collection point 

was either collocated with the combat trains or in the near vicinity.' 

As combat vehicle failures develop, the maintenance collection point 

can become undesirably large and vulnerable to detection and attack from 

the air, thus arguing in favor of a separate location from the combat 

trains. 

With the combat trains reduced to a very few vehicles, the 

passive air defense measures of camouflage and reduced movement can 

provide the primary means for their protection. 

22 

Night Tactical and Resupply Operations 

Regardless of A.A. Sidorenito's belief that Soviet tactical 

-. . .■..■^.^^.v-^,....-...J-,^.. 
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aviation can accompjish at night r-ilmost as much as during tha daytime, 

target acquisition at night is simply more difficult. For this reason, 

night tactical operations capitalize on the cover of darkness as a 

passive measure, particularly in the offensive. Night movement to and 

occupation of assembly areas, passage of lines, and movement to contact 

can minimize interference by Soviet aviation. During JTX Brave Shield VI, 

the '3d ACH was precluded by the scenario from initiating offensive 

operations at night. The regiment would have preferred "laying low" 

during daylight hours and attacking about 2000 hours with the aim of 

initiating and fighting as much of the battle as possible under the 

cover of darkness. As a primarily helicopter-dependent unit, the ACGB 

would have been hard pressed as noted in the 3d ACR after action report. 

If it were not for the restrictive REDCOM scenario, the Regiment 
would have driven through the friendly forces in one or two nights. 
Distance would have been the only effective night defense measure 
available to the friendly forces 23 

The 50 km distance to achieve 3d ACR objectives would obviously 

have been more difficult if opposed by significant ground forces. How- 

ever, the major lesson learned is that both the helicopter and ground 

attack aircraft threat can be minimized by night operations. 

While night tactical operations may not always be feasible, 

total reliance upon night resupply has been demonstrated as feasible by 

the 3d ACR, The large, vulnerable field trains and feoth the regimental 

aviation platoon and air cavalry troop assembly areas were positioned 

15-20 km behind the line of contact. This distance was intended to 

place these ,,softM Installations beyond Soviet medium artillery range. 

The night resupply of the 3d ACR evolved into the following 

procedures. Immediately upon nightfall, three to four separate convoys 

j^'ife^;,^ W^:^-^-;.^.»^' - 
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would depart the field trains destined for the squadron combat trains 

and regimental CP. Each convoy carried ammunition, POL, repair parts, 

repaired radios and DX items, C-rations and, if consistent with the 

tactical situation, a hoi evening meal. Upon reaching the squadron 

combat trains, troop/company/battery representatives would meet their 

"slice" of the convoy and take it to the forward positions where resuppiy 

would take place. The convoys would reform at the combat trains and 

return to the regimental field trains to camouflage prior to dawn. 

The intent of accomplishing night resuppiy is to avoid detection 

and disruption by enemy aviation. The location of the regimental field 

trains is dependent upon the total hours of darkness available to 

achieve a complete turn-around. During tne short night hours of the 

summer, the field trains would have to be positioned within Soviet 

medium artillery range to shorten the time/distance factors. This risk 

is accepted because the primary consideration remains the avoidance of 

air attack of convoys and resuppiy activities by using the hours of 

darkness. 

An obvious conflict exists between routine night resuppiy and 

night tactical operations. During FTX Brave Rifles VI1, conducted 

18-25 February 19?4, the 3d AGR twice demonstrated that a complete night 

resuppiy can sustain the regiment for a ^8 hour period or for two days 

and one night of tactical operations. Sufficient water, POL, C-rations, 

and ammunition can be supplied to allow a skip of one night in major 

resuppiy. The combat trains may be "beefed up" with additional ammu- 

nition and POL vehicles if necessary, Obviously, close coordination 

is required between the regimental S3 and S4 to achievo adequate resuppiy. 

The S4, in addition, may choose t displace the entire field trains 

■:.-■•  
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under the cover of ciarkneus on those nights that a major resuppJy is 

skipped. 

In summary, both tactical and resupply operations can utilize 

the night to minimize air attack. Night resupply, as a matter s r 

routine procedure, is feasible and preferable. 

Passive Defense Measures of Command Posts 

One of the key factors in avoiding AGGB detection of OPs during 

JTX Brave Shield VI was the reduction of the size of regimental and 

squadron command posts. Over a period of several months, luxuries such 

as field kitchens, tents, and other logistical support were pared which 

resulted in the following reduction. 

'jd AGB Command tost Comparison 
24 

Unit CP 

Regiment 

1st Squadron 

2d Squadron 

3d Squadron 

Before Reduction After Reduction 

Wheels 

20 

13 

10 

19 

Tracks 

6 

5 

9 

8 

Total 

26 

18 

19 

18 

Wheels 

10** 

1 

I 

1 

Tracks*  Total 

5 15 

5 

5 

5 

*    Excludes the 2 tracked vehicles of each command group. 
**  Number includes vehicles ofi USAF Air Liaison Officer; G/V Bn 
Airspace Control Element (ACE)} Army aviation platoon, SICMT support 
element/electronic warfare element (SSE/EWE), regimental scout platoon 
{k  |T vehicles deployed as local security) 

The squadron command posts consist almost entirely of four M577 

command post (tracked) vehicles, one of which is purely communications. 

They can easily displace cross-country and, once halted, be quickly and 

easily camouflaged. The larger regimental CP requires more dispersion 

and poses a more difficult camouflage problem. However, the most vital 

.^,..^.,..,1^^^.^^.^^^^^^..^.^^.^^J«^^^ 
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functions of the CP center on a "core" of three of the five M557 oommand 

post vehicles. The fourth Is a purely communicationG (RATT) track, and 

the fifth is an alternate or "jump" CP used in displacements. These five 

M577s provide the same cross-country mobility and ease of camouflage 

as those of the squadron GPs. 

Whenever the tactical situation permits, the regimental and 

squadron GPs displace at night and by dawn are static and fully camou- 

flaged. In fast moving situations, day displacements are often required 

which should be cross-country and in a dispersed formation, particularly 

in the desert to reduce their dust signature. Movements into new 

positions should be organised and smooth. Track signatures should be 

erased, and vehicles quickly camouflaged to minimize detection from 

the air. 

One of the most significant problems associated with the command 

post is the "forest" of antennas known as the "antenna farm." This 

effect poses both a serious visual and electronic signature which can 

result in an air attack. Borrowing from a field expedient used by the 

1st Cavalry Division at Fort Hood, the 3d ACR began remoting radios and 

their antennas from the CP vehicles. This technique is possible using 

the AN/GRA-39 remote unit which can enable the remote operation of the 

radio up to 1 mile. An obvious disadvantage is that the radio itself 

.ust be remoted along with the antenna which requires a power source 

and an operator to change channels and provide security. In addition, 

the remote unit itself consumes a large number of BA-30 batteries daily. 

An obvious requirement exists for a means to remote only the antenna, 

thu. enabling tne normal operation of radios from wiuün tho GF. 

Helicopter, can easily compromise the location ot  a hidden GP by 

. ^.  _ i 
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landing too near and remainlnfi to< Long on the ground. During JTX Brave 

Shield VI, the use oJ helicopters was severely curtailed during daylight 

hours; consistent with regimental SOP, helicopters were not used for 

command and control—tracked command groups were used exclusively. 

The following procedures were followed on occasions which required heli- 

copters to land near a CPj helipads were located at least 1 km from the 

CP and moved frequently; helicopters discharged occupants, then immedi- 

ately took off for either a helicopter assembly area or a loiter position 

within 5 km.   In this manner, the passive air defense of the CP was 

enhanced. 

In summary, by reducing their administrative and logistical tail, 

regimental and squadron GPs can rely on the passive air defense measures 

of small size, cross-country mobility, night displacements, remoted 

antennas (reduced visual and electronic signature), reduced helicopter 

activity, and camouflage as their primary means of protection from air 

attack. „ 

Reduction of Visual Signatures 

Since the ACR cannot always operate at night, visual signatures 

during the daytime can make the Soviet aviator's job in locating and 

attacking critical, assets much easier. The problems of helicopter 

windscreen glare, and CP "antenna far■^ls,, have already been addressed. 

Remaining, however, are the persistent problems of dust, smoke and 

personnel-unique signatures. 

Inherent in the problem of dust signature is movement. As 

previously discussed, aviators can more easily acquire a moving vehicle. 

A moving vehicle, if carelessly driven, can create a hanging dust plume 

■ 
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visible for miles. Because aviators tend to orient on road features, 

they can easily acquire dust signature and vehicle movement on roads 

and installations located immediately off roadways. The 3d AGR's 

solution to minimize dust and movement was to forbid, except under 

emergency conditions, any daytime road movement forward of the regimental 

27 
field trains. 

Dust can also pose a serious problem for combat vehicles moving 

cxoss-country on the desert floor. It was quickly learned by 3d AGR 

troopers that if track vehicles didn't follow or "track" each other, 

, 28 
dust signature was greatly reduced. 

The helicopter's dust signature is the most serious. During 

JTX Brave Shield VI, for example. GH-V? Chinook helicopters were seen 

29 
taking off or landing at distances up to 30 km by 3d AGR units.   As 

discussed in Chapter II, helicopters are vulnerable to high performance 

aircraft. Pilots are well advised to heed the following! 

Dust signature may be reduced significantly by maintaining 
airspace slightly above transitional lift (about 15 knots). 
Avoiding extremely dusty areas, like tank trails, will further 
reduce signature. Many rock deserts (regs) are comprised of 
desert pavement (well compacted soils) which retard the occurence 
of dust. These regions are frequently identified on topographic 
maps and should be actively sought as areas of operation when 

planning NOE flights.^0 

Diesel exhaust smoke from vehicles.and smoke from the firing of 

weapons also give away vehicle and unit positions to aerial observers. 

All of our current diesel-engined family of tracked vehicles discharge 

characteristic plumes of black smoke upon quick acceleration. These 

smoke plumes can be seen from the air as well as the ground, and can 

even reveal how many vehicles are involved. For the present, driver 

training is the only remedy; in the future, however, the U.S. Army 

,;,   ...,■■■.-.     ;■    -':     ■■ ■■'        '   ■ "■-■ 
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should dRGign exhaust r.yntems to minimize the diesel smoke signature. 

Howitzers suffer the greatest smoke signature. The voluminous, 

characteristic smoke cloud generated upon firing can easily be seen from 

the air causing a previously well-hidden battery to be Been, No easy 

solution exists for this significant problem. The best passive defense 

for the howitzer battery is continual movement to new firing positions— 

31 
the Mshoot and scoot" method.   To minimize aerial detection during its 

movement, the battery must use the already discussed measures of avoid- 

ing roads, not "tracking" in cross-country displacement, and rapid 

camouflage upon reaching the new position. 

Personnel-unique measures can either enhance or expose a well- 

concealed unit by the degree of caution exercised. The following guide- 

lines established by the 3d ACR highlight the problem areas, 

i. Personnel 
(1^ Reduce activity during daylight to the minimum, 
(2) When unidentified aircraft are in the area, all personnel 

must not move, 
(3) Do not look up at aircraft. 
(if) Do not remove clothes while working. White T-shirts or 

exposed skin are obvious signatures, 
(5) Personnel should use natural camouflage in helmet bands, 
(6) GVG helmets should be camouflaged. 
(7) Do not stand or lie on vehicles, 
(8) Bury all trash in a combat environment. 
(9) Do not expose plastic map cases to the sun. They reflect 

light. 
(10) Do not hang out laundry. 
(11) Do not form compact groups, 
(12) Avoid unnecessary small arms fire to prevent detection 

by noise. 
(13) Avoid unnecessary fires, smoke of light of any kind. At 

night strict blackout regulations should be enforced,32 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

Without question, only highly trained units that are signifi- 

cantly motivated by the air attack threat can effectively maxlmiBe all 
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of the passive air defense measures discussed. The basic conclusions 

reached are as followi 

1. Night tactical and resupply operations are the best passive air 

defense measure, 

2. Passive air defense measures can effectively become the primary air 

defense fort 

a. Dispersed armored cavalry troops moving cross-country. 

b. Small, effectively camouflaged combat trains. 

c. Small, effectively camouflaged mobile command posts which do 

not have "antenna farms" or hellcoptar signatures. 

3. Passive air defense measures are necessary but least effective fort 

a. The large regimental field trains. 

b. Howitzer batteries because of their smoke signatures and 

relative lack of dispersion. 

c Helicopter assembly areas and FARRPs because of the dust and 

movement upon take-off and landing and the difficulty of camouflaging 

the aircraft. 

Recommendations to improve the passive air defense to the 

armored cavalry regiment and similar units are as followt 

1. U.S. Army efforts to develop, procure, and issue light-weight, radar- 

energy-absorbing camouflage nets for each tactical vehicle and aircraft 

should be accelerated. 

2. A means to effectively camouflage a helicopter windscreen should be 

developed. 

3. To reduce the visual and electronic signature of CPs. a requirement 

exists for a means to remote a RC-292 antenna 1-2 km from its radio. 

4. Future design of combat v-Mcles should include a means to reduce 

i ii il"l^'l"JiliiiMlillMtiiMlitfW^itffiBMimt^ 
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the dleael smoke aiRiiature of axhaust systems« 

5, If technically feasible, a smokeless propel 1 ant should be developed 

for the howitzers, 

SMALL ARMS FOR AiR DEFENSE (SAFAD) 

Introduction 

As a community, the U.S. Army has lost the art  of shooting down 

attacking aircraft with organic small arms such as rifles and machine- 

guns. As pointed out by MAJ Herrick in his study "Infantry Small Arms 

Aerial Target Engagement," U.S. air superiority in wars since W.W. II, 

and tests during the 1950s and early 196ÜS, which concluded that small 

arms would be ineffective against high performance aircraft, resulted in 

33 
a rush to develop missile air defense to the detriment of snail arms. ' 

Passive air defense became the only air defense advocated because of the 

mjstique of invulnerability of high performance aircraft to small arms. 

Tank platoon leaders in the early 1960s, for example, were taught to 

disperse and "hide" if attacked from the air. The firing of cupola- 

mounted Gal ,50 machineguns was discouraged because it would only serve 

to expose positions and would be "Ineffective" in damaging the attacking 

aircraft.-  The resulting apathy of the early 1960s still infects the 

U.S. Army in spite of attempts to promulgate and disseminate new doctrine 

based upon lessons learned from Korea, Vietnam and recent Mideast wars» 

From these wars we know the following« 

In the Korean War, the U.S. Air Force lost over 500 aircraft to 
small arms and air defense guns, almost 5 times as many as were lost 
in air-to-air combat. In South Vietnam, the U.S. lost MO fixed- 
wing aircraft and 2,100 helicopters. And over North Vietnam small 
arms contributed to an even greater loss of fighter-bomber aircraft. 
During the 1973 Middle East War, Israeli small arms alone destroyed 
over 30 attacking aircraft.-^ 
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In spite of these historical facts, it i« not easy to overcome 

the inertia of an apathetic attitude toward small arms for air defense 

(3AFAD) in the U.S. Army. Several excellent air defense publlcatlonB, 

however, can assist. For example, Test TC 23^. HoW-lo Train ln S^11 

^g for Air Defense, incorporates the latest techniques in the "volume 

fire" method which can yield rich dividends on the battlefield. 

As in the case of passive air defense, before a SHORAD shortfall 

can be detet^ined for the AÜR. the SAFAD capabilities of the regiment 

must be determined and maximized. 

SAFAD Potential of the_AGR 

The armored cavalry regiment's potential for SAFAD is enormous. 

The small arms density of the regiment is as follows, 

SAFAD Weapon Systems of the ACR 

Weapon System 

20mm Automatic Gun 
Gal .50 Machinegun 
7.62ram Machinegun 
Gal A5  Submachinegun 
5.56mm Automatic Rifle 

TOTAL 

Authorized 
H-Series T0E^b 

153 
368 
331 
302 

2^4-02 

Authorized 
European Modified TOE-^ 

3556 

0 

259 
263 

1814 
2782 

Not surprisingly, the highest percentage (86*) of the heavier 

crew-served weapon. (20mm gun. Gal  .50 and 7.62mm machineguns)  is found 

in the ground combat units.    Table 2 compares the density of these weapons 

within the regiment based on the H-series TOE.    The 9 armored cavalry 

troops, as could be expected, possess 69* of the crew-served automatic 

weapons of the entire regiment.    With si. Gal   .50 machineguns (one per 

SP Howitzer) and 3 M60, 7.62mm machinegun.,3B the howitzer battery has a 

relatively limited SAFAD capability when compared to the tank company and 

' ■    ■' 
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armored cavalry troop. With only 1^ of the small armr, for air defense 

available among the four headquarters and headquarters troops and the 

air cavalry t«,op, the SAF'AD capabilities of the softer CPs, aviation 

assembly areas, and trains formed from these units, is obviously less. 

This consideration will be a factor as the regimental commander determines 

his air defense priorities. 

The ACR's huge potential for SAFAD is a consideration that must 

be placed in perspective. SAFAD can supplement, but not replace, SHORAD 

weapon systems such as Redeye, Vulcan, and Chaparral. When small arms 

are employed in air defense, it is a personal confrontation between the 

attacking aircraft and its intended target-SAFAD is really the final 

protective fires once attacking aircraft have either penetrated or 

found a gap in HIMAD/LOMAD/SHORAD defenses. Effective training is 

essential to force the attacking pilot to have respect for SAFAD capa- 

bility, thus decreasing his confidence and accuracy as he attacks. 

SAFAD Training 

Several examples from the Mideast War of 1973 demonstrated the 

training and instinctive reaction of the Israeli soldiers upon being 

attacked from the air, In the Golan Heights, a 19-.year-old tank 

commander from Haifa told how the Israeli soldiers rushed into their 

tanks to fire at three Sukhois flying overhead.39 Their instinctive 

aggressiveness, just at the sight of enemy aircraft, reflects excellent 

air defense training. 

The following account clearly demonstrates that SAFAD training 

received by the Israeli soldier leads him to believe that even the Uz\ 

submachinegun can punish an enemy attacker. 
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Jergeant Gary Salomon Has reeling miserable at 1359» A. forward 
military post In the Golan Heights was a helluva place to Spend the 
holiday, Minutes later he was sucking breath into his lungs, trying 
to control the wild secretions of adrenalin pumping into his blood- 
stream, steadying the submachinegun against his waist so that he 
could spew 9-nun shells at the darting shadows vaulting at him from 
Syria.... "They came in low, strafing our forward positions, I was 
scared. 1 had never been in real combat before. There was so much 
perspiration between my hands and the Uzi, I thought I was going to 
drop it.'^0 

The instinctive reaction of the Israeli to fire his tank weapons 

or submachinegun is the kind of reaction U.S. soldiers should imitate. 

Random firing, however, will produce little. Disciplined soldiers 

firing their Weapons together (volume fire technique) provide the best 

SAFAD protection.   One of many successful Israeli examples from the 

Mideast War of 1973 is that of COL Nir's tank brigade in the Sinai. In 

an interview on 25 March 1975, COL Nir described how intense volume fire 

repulsed an air attack by shooting down 5 attacking MIG-2ls. He stressed 

the psychological impact on pilots of seeing a tracer from every third 

maghinegun round. COL Nir commented that other units had shot down more 

attacking airplanes than his brigade, but he was satisfied to see the 

impression SAFAD made on Egyptian pilots. After his brigade had crossed 

the Suez Canal and was encircling the Egyptian Third Army, a formation 

of il low-flying MIG-2ls spotted his units, but chose not to attack, 

42 
perhaps out of respect for Israeli SAFAD. 

There is nothing magic about the volume fire technique, but 

training is required, A Human Resources Research Organization (HUMRRO) 

effort in the early 1960s dealt with a similar procedure for training 

men to engage aerial targets with the H-14. Twenty men in the grade of 

E-4 and below competed with a group of twenty more experienced cadre, 

E-4 and above, of the Infantry School Weapons Department, Ft Bennlng. 
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With HUMRRO ti-ainlng, the less-experienced gxoup achieved more than 

three times ae many hits as the more experienced, but untrained cadre- 

men. The HUMRRO traininf; techniques were adopted and published by the 

Department of the Army In Training Circular (TG) 23-15. 

«ore up-to-date publications exist today such as TEST TG 23-44, 

How to Train in Siaall Arms for Air Defense. Using the techniques for 

volume fire contained in TEST 23~44, several companies of the Ist 

Battalion, 58th Infantry (Mech). 197th Infantry Brigade (Separate), 

Ft Benning, used part of a training period at Fort Bliss in May 197^ for 

SAFAD training. Each platoon used their organic Ml6 (5.560»), M60 

(7.62mm) and APC-mounted Cal .50 raachlneguns against radio-controlled 

model aircraft. With platoon members shooting at small models from 

various aspects, all targets received multiple hits. The sight of these 

models crashing in the desert developed great soldier-confidence in the 

effectiveness of their small arms fer air defense.   Such training and 

awareness must become a standard in the U.S. Army. 

n.S. SAFAD Weapon SystemJjggJSiB. 

The enormous air defense potential and effective employment of 

the AGR's 3556 automatic small arms for air defense have been discussedi 

however, U.S. small arms weapon design for the air defense role has been 

handicapped by the same apathy that affects our past doctrine and train- 

ing. As MAJ Herrick correctly puts it, -U.S. Army small arms mounts and 

sights are not as suitable for the engagement of aerial targets as those 

45 
used by other countrltJ8,M 

Several examples of the weapon systems of the AGR can be cited. 

The M139 20mm automatic gun of the K11U1E1 Gommand and Reconnaissance 
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Carrier (fully tracked) has a maximum effective range of 1,800 meters 

against soft targets, and a selectable slow rate of fire of 200 rounds 

per minute (rpm), and a fast rate of 800-1050 rpm.   Although equipped 

with a sight capable of leading and tracking an aircraft, the traversing 

and elevating mechanism of the heavy mount is better suited for accurate 

engagement of ground rather than aerial targets. (The same Is true for 

the Cal .50 weapon system of the Mll^Al). 

Fortunately for the crew of the Mil4AlEl, a pintle-mounted M60 

machinegun is available with a maximum effective antiaircraft range of 

350 meters.   While more easily employed than the 20mm automatic gun in 

aerial target engagement» the M60 machinegun lacks a sight to lead and 

track an aircraft. 

Perhaps the worst example of an inadequate air defense weapon 

is the cupola-mounted Gal .50 machinegun of the tank. The last pintle- 

mounted tank machinegun was the Cal .50 heavy-barrel machinegun, M2, 

mounted on the M48, In an antiaircraft role, the Cal .50 machinegun 

has a maximum effective range of 725 meters.   On the M^8Al tank, this 

machinegun was placed on its side into a tank commander's cupola with a 

limitation of only 50 rounds per loading. This configuration causes 

frequent malfunctions and many bruised knuckles of frustrated tank 

commanders. Like the Ml39 automatic gun mount, the traversing and 

elevating mechanism of the cupola is better designed for ground target 

engagement. The speed rings of the cupola's periscope sight are really 

useless because of the narrow field of vision. This same cupola confi- 

guration continues on the M48A2 and M^O aeries as well. The M60/M6OAI 

cupolas suffer the same disadvantages of the M^8-serles cupola in spite 

of more interior room and the M85, Cal ,50 machinegun which was specif- 
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Ically designed for the cupola. 

Although the soldiers of the 197th Infantry Brigade (Separate) 

experienced success in volume fire training with their APG-mounted 

Gal .50 mchineguns, a« previously discussed, they did so with a mount 

that cannot be elevated high enough or that allows smooth tracking of an 

aircraft.   The story sadly continues with the Gal .50 »achlnegun of the 

M551 Sheridan found in the armored cavalry platoon. 

Test TC 23-44 in effect acknowledges the deficiencies In U.S. 

small arms design for aerial target engagement. The lack of speed rings 

are compensated for as followsi 

The rifleman (and M60 and .50 caliber gunner) tries to aim in 
front by his image of the length of one football field for fast 
aircraft (jets)(fig 4), one-half a football Held in front of slow 
aircraft (helicopter and fixed-wing)(fig 5)« 

In reality, the "football field" lead is  a field expedient made necessary 

by our inadequate sights. Other field expedients are used to obtain 

proper firing elevations. On page k  of Test TC 23-Mf, the deficiency of 

the ground-fired MoO machinegun for air defense use is highlighted by 

illustrations showing an improved support made of a tree limb, in one 

case, and in another a soldier holding the bipod of the «achlnegun to 

obtain proper elevation. 

It is interesting to contrast our small arms with thoee of the 

Soviets. With the serious intention of designing their weapons for an 

air defense role, the PKS 7.65™ machinegun (counterpart to U„3. M60) 

has an extendable tripod lag which is used as a pedestal antiaircraft 

mount. Th« tripod mount of the 12.7mm heavy machinegun is designed 

primarily foi antiaircraft use. Soviet machlneguns are designated with 

offset sights for leading and tracking aircraft. These sights range 

s^wMwwggggLL....,..^,..:^;.«^^:-,,^,^^^».-^ ;;r. r..^.^ /.^^*»i*iüi&&iiäm^^t,M^^..^~.^.^..,..- ...-. .-.-- -.- .-'.■■-^-^-^^^. 
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from a simple Bight with concentric ring» for the 7.62nun machlnegun, 

to an elaborate sight for the Ik.Zmt  machlnegun which allow« a namial 

adjustment of the number of leads used prior to and during an engagement. 

Encumbered by heavy, ineffective mounts on tracked vehicles, and 

without adequate sights for aerial target engagement, the U.S. Any has 

an obvious requirement to improve automatic small arms design to max- 

imize its SAFAD capability. One interesting British development Along 

this line is a butterfly sight made of clear plastic with engraved sight 

rings that can be clipped on their general purpose and light machlne- 

62 
guns.   Pending such developments, the U.S. will have to rely upon 

proven field expedients such as football field leads coupled with 

effective, serious training in the volume fire technique. 

51 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

Basic conclusions reached concerning small arms for air defense 

(SAFAD) are as follow 1 

1. As a supplement to passive and other active air defense measures, 

properly employed SAFAD can degrade a Soviet air attack by the destruc« 

tion of aircraft or the psychological effect of tracers employed in 

volume fire. 

2. The armored cavalry regiment, with 3556 automatic weapons ranging 

from 5.56mm to 20mM, has an enormous SAFAD capability. 

3. The highest percentage (69^) of 7.62ffim to 20mm automatic weapon 

capability of the regiment is concentrated in the 9 armored cavalry 

troops. 

k.    Realistic, effective training in the volume fire technique, as 

outlined in Test TC 23-44, must be conducted to produce soldier 
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confidence and an instinctive, aggressive reaction to air attack. 

5, Reflecting an apathetic attitude toward SAFA.Ü in the past, current 

U.S. Array automatic small arras lack efficient, effective sights and 

mounts for employment against aerial targets. 

Becommendations to improve the effectivenass of siaall arms for 

air defense are as followt 

1. Current armor doctrinal publications should be updated to adequately 

include SAFAD considerations and amplify the techniques outlined in 

Test TG 23-44. 

2. All armor training, amreunition allocations, and unit performance 

evaluations should Include SAFAD. 

3. Current automatic small arms and mounts of the U.S. Army should be 

modified, where possible, to improve sighting and ease of employment 

against aerial targets. 

4. The dfcsign of future U.S. Army small arms used for air defense 

should incorporate sfficient sights and mounts for aerial target 

engagement, 

5. Consideration should be given to increasing the percentage of tracer 

rounds in linked automatic weapon ammunition, 

REDEYE 

Introduction 

Perhaps the most misunderstood, ill-equipped, and abused antialr 

weapon system available to the maneuver or combat support unit is Redeye, 

Redeye problems stem from its turbulent beginnings as it was introduced 

into the U.S. Amy. As a SHORAD weapon system, debate in 1958 centered 

on whether it should be organized in special purpose air defsnse units 

sjaiKtaiw* yw*1; 
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as recommended by the Air Defense School, or as an organic capability 
53 

responsive to the battalion/squadron commander as advocated by CONARG. 

The latter position prevailed with the following results. 

1. Redeye sections are organic to maneuver and field artillery 

battalions with teams allocated on the basis of one per troop/company/ 

battery unit. 

2. In 1970, Redeye was designated an "ail-arms" organisation with team 

members composed of the primary HOS of the parent «nit (infantry, armor, 

artillery). 
55 

3. A decision was made in November 1971 to provide an ADA lieutenant 

to command the section and perfona as the battalion/squadron air 

56 
defense officer. 

4. Initially, all Redeye teams and the section headquarters were 

mounted in Ml51, i ton trucks.57 As a result of the "DA Wheel Study," 

considerable reductions were made which dismounted the majority of 

58 
Redeye teams. 

The debate about whether Redeye should be organic to its 

battalion/squadron or centralized in an air defense unit continues. 

Several factors fuel the controversy. A tendency, under the "all arms 

concept," is to maintain Redeye units below authorized strength during 

periods of tanker, scout, artillery or infantry MOS shorties in units. 

The resulting adverse impact on training no doubt prompted LTG 

Staudemaier's plea in "Air Defense for Armored Leaders" to "... restore 

Redeye training as the primary mission of the Redeye teams and not 

•59 
divert vehicles and radios to other sections." 

Both critics and advocates of the present system acknowledge 

that the Redeye team member must be an air defense professional 
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thoroughly knowledgable in aircraft recognition, rules of engagement, 

weapon status, etc. The training necessary is a full-time mission and 

much of the debate concerning Redeye centers on this issue. The 82d 

Airborne Division, for example, centralized their Redeye assets under 

the division's 3d Battalion, ^th Air Defense Artillery whose commander 

assumed the ",,.responsibility .for training, maintenance, and command 

60 
and control of all Redeye assets,"   While such a system may work for 

an airborne division which operates with less mobility over relatively 

small frontages, a dangerous precedent has been set. To permit training 

deficiencies, difficulties in command and control, and other problems to 

drive Redeye toward centralized employment loses sight of its fundamental 

purpose—to provide a continual SHORAD capability to supplement the 

SAFAD of all maneuver and combat support battalions. A C/v battalion 

commander, who is faced with priorities that exceed his organic 

Chaparral/Vulcan capabilities, may attempt to use centralized Redeye to 

fill gaps. The maneuver or combat support commander may then be 

deprived of all Redeye for his air defense. 

Accordingly, this analysis of Redeye is based upon the followingi 

Redeye firing teams assigned to marmever and cannon field 
artillery units provide an additional means of forward area air 
defense against aircraft attacking at low altitudes. In consider- 
ation of the relatively few Chaparral and Vulcan fire units available 
to the division for the protection of its critical assets under the 
current force structure, the battalion and company-size units 
require their own dedicated air defense weapon—the role fulfilled 
by Redeye. The Redeye capability, employed in conjunction with 
organic small, arms in the air defense role, gives the unit commander 
the ability to .-effectively supplement the protection afforded by air 

defense units, 

AGR Redeye Organization and Kqui-pinent 

As noted earlier, the regiment has a total of 22 Redeye teams 
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AGR Redeye Summary 

Unit      No. of   No. of  No. of Gunners*  Total Missiles 
Assignment    Sections    Teams     (2/team)        (6/team) 

Regimental HHT 

^63 

<u: Ik 8 Zk 

Squadron HHT"'      1       6 12 36 

TOTAL, AGR k 22 kk 132 

* Includes team chief. 

On the surface, the capability of the 22 Redeye teams appears 

to be substantiali however, an analysis of their current vehicle and 

communication author!Kation is sobering. 

Redeye Equipmen-t Author!zations 

Unit 

64 
Regt HHT 

Sqdn HHT55 

TOTAL, ACR 

Section Leader Mounted Teams 
No. Vehicle/Radio  No7 VeMxleTRadio 

1  M56I, if ton 
AN/VRC-47 

1  M56I, If ton 

4     M56it 1| ton 
AN/VRG-47 

1 HI51, fton w/ 
trailer 
AN/GRG-I6O 

2 Ml51, fton w/ 
trailer 
AN/GRC-160 

7  Ml51 fyton  w/ 
trailer 
AN/GHC-I6O 

Dismounted Teams 
No.    Radio 

3   AN/PRC-77 

k       AN/PRC-77 

15  AN/PRC-77 

Observations concerning the above tabulation are as follow1 

1. Only 32^ (? of 22 teams) of the reglsnent's Redeye teams are mobile. 

2, The M151 vehicle authorized the mounted teams has limited cross- 

country capability and offers no amor protection. 

3» All radios of the Redeye sections are PM with the following 

capabilities. 

  _    _ ___      __' 
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a. The AN/VHC-47 of the aection leader Is capable of monitoring two 

nets and transmitting on one of thea« nets to a planning range of 

approximately 41 km, 

b. The AN/GRG-I60 and AN/PRG-77 radios of the Redeye teams have a 

single net capability with a transmission planning range of only 8 km. 

4, The M56I of the section leader is a poor command and control vehicle 

67 

because its awkardly mounted radios are useless as a result of high 

68 
engine noise level, 

To realistically assess the capability of Redeye to supplement 

SAFAD and other SHORAD systems, the preceeding equipment considerations 

raust be viewed within the mission and operational environment of the AGR,. 

Results of yi AGR training at FTt Bliss can assist in this assessment. 

A major field training exercise, FTX Brave Rifles VII, during the period 

18-25 Feb 1974, considered Redeye as well as other air defense problems. 

Two of the Redeye questions addressed ware» 

-Is the MTOE radio configuration of the Redeye section adequate? 
- Are the Redeye teams properly mounted?"" 

The conclusions and recommendations reached during this exercise were 

forwarded by letter to MG C.J. Lo Van, Gommander of the U.S. Army 

Air Defense Center and FtBllssä on 5 April 197^. The letter was signed 

jointly by the commanders of the 3d AGR and 11th AD Group, The contents 

of the letter, later published in the June 197^ issue of Air Defense 

Trends, will be cited when appropriate in this analysis. 

Redeye System Ga-pabilitles and Employment 

With a basic load of six missiles, the 2-raan Redeye team (gunner 

and team chief) is the key to Redeye employment. With a maximum effective 

range of 3 km  and a limited head-on engagement capability, the employ- 
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ment of the heat-seeking missiles requires positioning well forward of 

the defended, critical asset to obtain early engagement of attacking 

aircraft• When employed as a section, the teams are located approx- 

imately 2 km apart and 1 km from the defended asset to insure overlapping 

fires and destruction of attacking aircraft before release. Similarly, 

Redeye should be positioned at the front and rear of a defended march 

column. 

Although the entire Redeye section can adequately defend a 

single critical asset, the section leader, based upon the commander's 

priorities, may choose to attach teams to each troop, company and- 

battery.   In this case, Redeye does not possess sufficient mass to 

protect a critical asset, but it can effectively supplement SAFAD. When 

operating over the wide frontages of a dispersed armored cavalry squadron, 

great demands are placed on the section communications. 

:, 

Redeye Communications 

The Commander*s Guide to Redeye states that the Redeye section 

has a requirement to operate a section net for command guidance and 

information flow for and between teams. Further, the M»,. section 

headquarters monitors two other netsi its parent battalion command net 

and an FM broadcast net operated by the C/V battalion AADCP."^ However, 

as noted earlier, the ÄN/VRG-47 radio of the section leader can monitor 

only two nets simultaneously. This contradiction poses a significant 

problem for the section leader who must decide which one of the three 

nets he will not monitor. 

The Redeye team, with its AN/GRC-160 (mounted) or AN/PRC-?? 

(dismounted) radio suffers from a limited range capability and the 

^^^^^^^^.^^^^^^^^^^d 
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l 

inability to operate on a section command net while concurrently 

monitoring a G/V battalion Early Warning Net (FM). The Redeye team, 

as a SHORAD air defense element, should possess radio capabilities 

comparable to the Chaparral or Vulcan fire unit which has the AN/VfiC-47 

radio. 

After many field expedients were tried during FTXs at Ft Bliss, 

the 3d ACR reached the following conclusion during Brave Rifles VII 

(18-25 Feb ?5), 

The MTOE radio configuration of the Redeye section is totally 
inadequate. The AN/PRC~?7 radio remaining with the Bedeye Team 
since the ill-advised loss of vehicles due to the DA Wheel Study 
simply lacks the range necessary to operate over extended frontages, 
The AN/VRG-47 radio should be available to every team. The auxil- 
iary receiver would allow the team to net with the FM Early Warning 
capability of the C/v battalion, thus becoming fully complementaiy 
and integrated with Ghaparral/Vulcan.'75 

Redeye Mobility 

Ideally, Redeye should possess the mobility espoused in the 

following quotes from two separate ADA publications. 

The principle of mobility means simply that all air defense 
weapons, including Redeye, must have a mobility equal to the 
mobility of the force they are supporting if they are to accomplish 
their tactical mission successfully.,'" 

Redeye moves with the troops—providing continuous and 
responsive air defense.77 

With only 3Z% of the AGR's Redeye teams mounted, an obvious 

contradiction between theory and actual capability exists. Another 

ADA publication acknowledges the existing lack of Redeye mobility in 

the case of march column defense by statingi 

Because the Redeye team doesn't have its own vehicle, it will 
have to hitchhike,''8 

The idea of a Redeye team "hitchhiking," complete with six 
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missiles, radio with spare batteries, individual weapons, and personal 

gear» is ludicrous! Even more bizarre is the consideration that the 

immobility of Redeye may dictate how an attack march column must react 

to an air attack. 

The Redeye team may have to dismount to fire at the aircraft. 
This means the convoy must stop or disperse,'" 

The 1.5 dismounted Redeye teams of the AGR suffer additional 

disadvantages in a fast-moving, fluid tactical situation. If a protected 

asset, such as a howitzer battery, continually moves to new locations, 

the Redeye Teans may be able to "hitchhike" to the new firing location, 

but from there have to walk the 2 km necessary to their own position 

well-forward (or in the probable direction of attack). In situations 

of continual displacements, fatigue may seriously degrade their 

effectiveness. 

Additionally, the properly deployed Redeye team «ay find itself 

unable to obtain transportation in a tactical emergency. The supported 

unit may simply be unable to retrieve them in the heat of battle, 

3d AGR attempts to cope with Redeye immobility, by dedicating 

"scrounged" vehicles from other sources or by "hitchhiking," were 

frustrated and resulted in the following conclusion from FTX Brave 

Rifles VII. : ' 

Redeye Teams are improperly mounted. Four of the six. teams at 
squadron level should have the tracked, cross-country capability of 
the M113A1 in order to protect the maneuver units. Additionally, 
the M113A1 offers sufficient basic load space and the mounting space 
for the required AN/VRG-^? radio configuration. The 3d AGR will 
recommend these as JfTOB changes as well as a RC-292 antenna for the 
section leader to better communicate over extended distances. 

, 

' 

Redeye Survivability 

The original decision to mount Redeye Teams in soft wheeled 

■.'010m 
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vehicles must have been forced by other than tactical considerations. A 

Soviet or Soviet-equipped enemy will certainly saturate the battlefield 

with artillery. As presently mounted, it is inconceivable that a Redeye 

team and its missiles can move with a maneuver unit if unprotected 

from small arms fire and fragr ntation from artillery and air-delivered 

weapons. If Redeye teams are to protect combat units, they must have 

equivalent armor protection and cross-country capability. The Ml13 

armored personnel carrier is an obvious solution to provide requisite 

mobility and increased survivability. 

Current Redeye Trends 

Many of the problems described in this Redeye discussion have 

been addressed by the ADA community as followsi 

1. Headquarters, Department of the Army has favorably considered the 

termination of the "all arms" manning of Redeye teams in favor of incor- 

porating gunners into the 16P (air defense) MOS series. I«ple«entatlon 

is planned for calendar year 1975.81 This proposal should assist in 

correcting Redeye training and manning abuses. 

2. Concerning mobility, the U.S. Army Air Defense School has recommended 

that the Ml13 APG be authorized for each Redeye team. The Air Defense 

School concurred in retaining the M56I Gama Goat for the Redeye section 

82 

headquarters, however. 

3. A required operational capability (ROC) will be developed for a 

light-weight AM receiver for Redeye that will be compatible with the 

.  83 
future ADA early warning system. 

nnnnlusions and Recommendations 

Conclusions concerning Redeye of the armored cavalry regiment 
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are as followi : 

1, The SHORAD capability of Redeye should remain organic to the Bquadron 

and regimental headquarters troope for maximum responsiveneBB to the 

commander. 

2, Incapable of area defense, the Redeye section can protect a single 

critical asset or supplement the SAFAD capability of each troop/company/ 

battery of the regiment, 

3, As currently equipped in the AGR, Redeye lacks the requisite mobility, 

survivability, and communications to perform its mission. 

Recommendations to improve Redeye capability in the ACR are as 

followi 

1. The U.S. Army Armor School should strongly support the recommendation 

of the U.S. Army Air Defense School that all Redeye teams assigned to 

armored and mechanized units be provided the Mli3Al. Additional consid- 

eration should be given to eliminating the H56I of the section leader 

and providing him a Mll'jAl, as first preference, or the MI5I with 

trailer as second preference, 

2. All Redeye teams should be provided the AN/VRC-47 with the auxiliary 

FM receiver for early warning, etc. Upon the development and Issuance 

of an AM early warning receiver, the Redeye team should be equipped with 

the AN/VRG-46 (no auxiliary FM receiver). 

3. The Redeye section leader should be issued an RC-292 antenna to 

improve his command and control of Redeye teams operating over extended 

distances, 

SUMMARY 

Based upon the analysis in this chapter, the armored cavalry 

Mil'-'-' - .?-»»■. 
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regiment divides into approximately 26 critical assets or "targets." 

These range from armored cavalry troops to small, highly mobile CPs. 

According to current air defense doctrine, a C/V platoon or Redeye 

section is the minimum SHORAD requirement to defend a troop/company/ 

battery critical asset. 

Much can be achieved by denying the enemy aerial detection of 

his critical assets by use of passive air defense measures such as 

night operations and camouflage. Passive measures are most effective 

for armored cavalry troops, command posts (CPs), and combat trains} 

howitzer batteries, helicopter assembly areas, and the large field trains 

offer the toughest problem in this area. 

With a tremendous SAFAD potential of 3556 automatic small arms, 

the regiment's "final protective air defense fires," particularly of the 

armored cavalry troop, command respect. Through serious training in 

aggressive volume fire, the regiment can effectively destroy attacking 

aircraft or degrade their bombing accuracy. 

With a capability of defending four critical assets, the Redeye 

sections offer the regiment a limited, but significant SHORAD capability. 

Whether employed as a section, or as dispersed teams, Redeye supplements 

SAFAD and vice versa. 

Even after maximizing the passive and active measures available, 

the regiment is not adequately protected from low altitude air attack. 

Chapter IV will provide the vehicle to discuss air defense priorities 

of the regimental commander, and to determine its SHORAD requirement. 
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CHAPTER IV i DaSKRT SCKNARIO—SHORAD REQUIREMENT 

INTRODUCTION 

The Soviet low altitude threat determined In Chapter II, and the 

discussion In Chapter III of the ACR as a target with organic air 

defenses, provide the basis for analyzing the regiment's SHORAD require- 

ment in this chapter. As noted in Chapter I, a desert scenario will be 

developed to provide a vehicle to analyze the ACR's air defense needs 

when acting as a corps covering force. 

The following scenario is similar to those developed at Ft Blise 

for GPX and PTX purposes. The distances discussed are realistic and 

have been proven during actual field i cercises. The lessons learned by 

the 3d ACR and 11th AD Group have often been learned the hard way— 

through trial and error. 

Neither the tactical scenario nor the air defense priorities 

determined within the scenario are sacrosanct. Typical of the military 

art, no "quick and dirty" method exists to determine a commander's air 

defense priorities within a given tactical situation. In short, the 

process is subjective—there is no approved solution. 

A FORT BLISS DESERT SCENARIO 

General Situation 

On 15 May , the Warsaw Pact nations invaded West Europe 

and enjoyed initial success, then stalled due to a limited tactical 

nuclear exchange. Both sides, fearing an escalation to a strategic 
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nuclear exchange, have ceased employing nuclear weapons. The result has 

been stalemated conventional warfare. The People'e Republic of China 

has declared itself neutral and is not involved. U.S. intelligence 

sources indicate that the PRO has assured the Soviet Union that no 

attempt will be .ade to ta.e advantage of the European situation in the 

disputed Sino-Soviet border areas. 

T„ pre.eM a „ajor U.S. r»inforce«r,t 0<  SATO, the Soviet Union 

uunohen n =urprl.. Invasion on 20 June _ of Canada with severai 

.„.hin,-, a„s ar,!.. prevlcual, 6arrl«n.d on the PRC-USSR hordox. The 

S„vieta intended to quickly drive a »efee into relat.veiy unpopulated 

CONUS aneas aiong an axia acuth to Denver. Colo^do. then to the «exican 

Border in the vicinity of B Paso, Texas. NOBAD heacjuarters at 

Colorado Spring, duehio AW D^t, Sandia Base. N«. Kollos ABB. «. 

„hit. Sands. »H. and the Air Delense Center at Ft Biias appear to be 

high on their list o) objectives. 

Stlft resistance by the 9th Infantry Division (Ft De»ls. WA), 

thB Hh Kachanlaed Division (Ft Carson. CO) and Reserve Deponent units 

„re unabie to prevent the Soviet sei.ore of the Denver area by tank- 

heavy forces, in another surprise »ove. aevera! Soviet airborne 

divisions seized the Albuquerque. M,  area aiong »1th the northern 

„e. «exico -oantain passes leading south to the Hexloan border. 

Because ti.e did not pen.it reinforce.ent of the Uth Hech Div 

!„ the Denver area, the U.S. asschled Ft Hood's 11! Corps at Ft Bliss, 

where It «111 be augmented b, the 3d ACB and Uth AD Croup. By 

30 JulJ   the 2d Adored Division. 1st Cavalry Division, 6th Air 

Cavalry Brigade, and supporting units had deployed to the El Paso- 

Kt Bliss area by »U and air »ov.-ent. The W A™,re., Mvlaion of 
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Texas (ANG) is presently formed and training for commitment at Ft Hood. 

The movement of III Corps Artillery units at Ft Sill has been delayed, 

but a Reserve Marine B" howitzer field artillery battalion in El Paso 

will be available. 

As in hhjrope, neither side has achieved air superiority. Both 

sides can achieve local air superiority and both have a heliborne 

capability. 

Following the precedent in Europe, fear of a strategic nuclear 

exchange has led to no tactical nuclear weapon exchanges in GONUS. The 

U.S., however, has not ruled out the possibility of using tactical 

nuclear weapons on its soil U no  recourse is available. No chemical 

or biological weapons have been employed to date. 

Ill Corps Situation 

The National Command Authority has assigned the following 

mission to the Commander, III Corps. 

ESTABLISH IMMEDIATE CONTACT WITH AND DESTROY ALL ENEMY FORCES ALONG THE 

AXIS EL PASO-ALBUQUERQUE-DENVER. 

Because Soviet airborne raids and heliborne forward detachments 

have already been reported as far south as Hollomm /FB-Alamagordo, NM, 

the corps commander has decided to begin his lavement to contact to the 

north without waiting for III Corps Artillery to arrive. Based on his 

intelligence reports, he will move through the Tularosa Valley with his 

two divisions abreast, the 3d ACR as the advance covering force, and the 

6th Air Cavalry Brigade as the weet flank covering force (See Map 1, 

III Corps Movement to Contact). 
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jg ACH Liituatlon 

After receiving the III Corps operation order and overlay, the 

III Corps G3 take:: the 3d ACH commander aside and informs him of the 

foilowlngi 

The corps commander, as you have heard, is seriously concerrieQ 
about the air attack threat. He feels the Nike Hercules and Haw* 
units from Ft Bliss can handle the HIMAD/LOMAD aspect, but SHOhAD, 
particularly in your case, is a problem. Because of your mission 
as the advance covering force, you will be subject to intensive air 
reconnaissance and bombing. As the first to be overflown and seen 
by the enemy, the corps commander wants you adequately protected 
from low altitude attack. How much Chaparral/Vulcan will you need? 
How about giving this some thought and getting back to me ASAP?— 
G/V assets are scarce, so we111 need a "defendable" answer. 

The regimental commander, rather than give a hasty answer, 

returns to his CP to study the corps order and consider his own air 

defense capability. The lack of U.S. air superiority, coupled with his 

exposure as the leading III Corps unit, poses a significant problem. 

Even the lead elements of his armored cavalry troops will receive more 

attention than normal from Soviet aviation because they will initially 

be out of range of Soviet artillery. An additional factor is the vulner- 

ability of his CPs, trains, and artillery batteries to the Soviet's 

aggressive use of helibome and airborne operations. % 

To visualize his dispositions, he projects how his deployed 

regiment will appear sometime during the first day of execution (See 

Map 2, 3d ACR Advance Covering Force). Based upon his experience, the 

regimental commander knows he can move cross-country on the Tularosa 

Valley floor at 6 km/hr if unopposed or against light resistance. 

Visualizing his lead ground elements at PL THOR, the conmander knows 

that his field trains and aviation assembly areas will be some 20 km to 

the rear along PL 2EUS. The 20 km depth of the regiment would be normal. 
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Scenario Assumptions 

The deployment praphically portrayed In Map 2 will be that 

utiliMd for the remainder of Chapter IV. In order to maximize the 

passive and active air defenses considered, the follOHlnK assumptions 

are made. 

1. The AGH troops are fully trained In passive air defense measures. 

Sufficient quantities of camouflage paint and nets are available. 

2. The ACR t^opers are fully trained in using their automatic weapons 

in the volume fire technique of engapinp aerial targets, and will 

instinctively employ SAFAD when attacked. 

'U Redeye sections have the requisite mobility, communications, and 

armor protection afforded by the M113A1 to accomplish their missions 

with forward deployed units. 

Having determined the tactical situation ana assumptions, the 

priorities for air defense must be established to continue a logical 

process to determine the AGR's SHORAD requirement. 

PRIORITIES FOR AIR DEFENSE 

Introduction 

It is the responsibility of the regimental commander to deter- 

mine the air defense priorities for the ACR. These priorities must 

clearly Indicate to tne supporting air defense commander, whether a 

Redeye section leader or C/V commander, which critical assets he wants 

protected in order of priority. Based upon the regimental commander's 

sUted air defense priorities, the air defense commander will task 

organize as he sees fit. If air defense assets are limited, onü the 

first uriority max receive protection, thus emphasizing the importance 
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of the decision. 

In eütablishinp his priorities, the regimental commander will 

consider the importance of aU his asaetü to the succesafui accomplish- 

ment Of the regiment's mission—in this case, as a corps advance covering 

force. For this reason, his stated priorities will include squadron 

assets, thus dictatinK priorities to subordinate commanders. The 

establishment of common priorities throughout the regiment will facili- 

tate the task organization and employment of any air defense unit 

SHORAD systems when available. 

Statement of Air Defense Priorities 

As a discussion vehicle, one of many possible statements of air 

defense priorities will be made, then analyzed. The decision and 

analysis are not all inclusive. They do reflect the considerable thought 

given to air defense priorities by commanders and staffs of the 3d 

Armored Cavalry Regiment at Ft Bliss. Although different commanders will 

certainly not agree in all considerations or conclusions, the following 

thought process is a good method to be applied in nearly all typical 

ACR missions. 

For the purpose of this analysis, each critical asset will be 

evaluated in terms ofi 

- Criticality to regimental mission, 

- Soviet air attack priorities. 

- Capability to avoid aerial detection (passive measures). 

- SAFAD capability (self-defense). 

- Vulnerability to aircraft ordnance (armor protection). 

- Recuperabiiity if attacked. 
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With hi« misBlon as an advance covering force in wind, the 

r«gil«nUl commander evaluates each of hit assetB In the above terms. 

He announces his decision as followsi 

"1 want these critical assets defended from air attack in the 

following order of priority. 
1. Howitzer batteries. 
2. Tank companies. 
3. Field trains. 
k.  Command posts." 

The following could be his rationale. 

1st Priority—Howitzer Batteries 

The lon^ ranre conventional and nuclear fires of the howitzer 

batteries are essential for accomplishment of the regimental mission. 

As targets are detected by aeroscouts of the air cavalry troop, or by 

elements of the armored cavalry platoons as they conduct zone recon- 

naissance and move to contact, they immediately call for artillery. TM 

continuous availability of responsive, accurate 155"«" Indirect fire is a 

vital ingredient in developing the enemy situation, reducing his 

positions, confusing his planned operations, breaking up his formations, 

and destroying him at minimal cost. If the enemy has sufficient combat 

power to overwhelm the light reconnaissance elements, artillery »ay be 

the most efficient means to disengage them. If nuclear weapons are 

employed, the howitzer lattery is the only regimental unit that is 

nuclear capable. In short, the howitzer batteries are critical for 

mission accomplishment and irreplaceable from regimental assets. 

Of all the regiment's assets, the Soviet pilots will key first 

en the ho.itzer batteries because of their nuclear capability. As noted 

in Chapter II. this Soviet priority will be unchanged regardless of the 

situation. 
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The smoke slgnature upon flrlnR, and the frequent displacement 

of tne batteries wilJ frustrate their abiiity to deny aerial detection 

through passive measures. Any Soviet pilots "hunting" lor targets of 

opportunity may well pick up a battery's signature and attack. Because 

of the relative lack of dispersion available to a battery, the conven- 

tional ordnance delivered by a flight of four attacking aircraft could 

destroy the entire battery. The recuperability of the battery is slight 

because the howitzers are unique and of low density In the regiment. 

The inherent self-defense (SAFAD) capability of a howitzer 

battery is limited. The 6 Cal .50 machineguns of each howitzer and the 

3 M.60 machineguns can achieve limited volume fire, but at a cost, 

While defending itself from air attack with SAFAD, the howitzer battery 

is not supporting the maneuver elements by fire. 

The howitzer and FLC tracks have light armor protection enabling 

them to withstand near misses. On the other hand, the ammunition 

vehicles lack overhead protection, and any ammunition prepared for 

firing near the hovitzers is also vulnerable. None of the battery's 

vehicles can withstand strafing from the 23«» (or larger) cannon of 

Soviet aircraft. Finally, the battery is highly vulnerable to a 

helibome raid. Unlike Vietnam, the battery must rely upon its own 

assets for local security and defense when the squadron is part of the 

advance covering force. 

in summary, the howitzer batteries receive first priority for 

air defense because of their critical contribution to mission accomplish- 

ment, designation as the first priority for Soviet air attack, their 

difficulty to conceal by passive measures, limited SAFAD capability, 

vulnerability to strafing, conventional bombe and airmobile raids, and 
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lack of recuperabl11ty. 

2d Priority—TaiA Companies 

Normally, no regimental reserve is retained when conducting an 

advance covering force mission over extensive frontages. Each squadron, 

however, will usually retain its tank company as a local reserve. The 

regimental commander may "put a string" on the tank company by requiring 

his permission before commitment, but its employment would remain 

basically unchanged. Centrally positioned within a squadron zone, the 

tank company can be used to deliver a quick, "knockout punch" to a 

stubborn point of resistance. As the squadron heavyweight, the company 

may be committed to reinforce a heavUy engaged troop, counterattack to 

reduce a penetration, or be used to permit disengagement of a decisively 

engaged reconnaissance element. To perform effectively as a quick- 

reacting, timely reserve, the company must be able to rapidly move 

unimpeded by air attack. As the reserve, the tank company may well be 

the key to successful accomplishment of both the squadron and regimental 

missions. 

Although the Soviet pilot may not recognize the tank company as 

local reserve, the rapid movement of the entire company upon its 

commitment may attract his attention. Whether or not the Soviet pilot 

recognizes the moving tanks as his second attack priority (reserve), he 

will most likely attack such a target possessing significant combat 

power. 

Upon commitment, the movement of the tank company will comproaise 

its passive measures to avoid air detection. If detected and attacked, 

the tMkfi. can deliver a high volume of fire (SAFAD) that would dis- 
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courage most enemy pilots. However, the tank company may have Its timing 

disrupted by having to defend Ltsaif, thereby preventing Its effective 

u3o as a local reserve. 

Of all critical assets, the tank company is the least vulnerable 

to conventional aircraft ordnance. Impervious to 23mm cannon strafing 

on Its heavy frontal armor, tha medium Unk can also withstand all but 

a direct hit from a large bomb. Similar to the howitzer battery, the tank 

company is unique, but its higher equipment density and inherent armor 

protection give It good recuperabUity. 

In conclusion, the tank company Is critical to successful 

accomplishment of the regiment's mission. Upon its commitment as a 

local reserve, the company can ill afford to be held up by air attack 

and should therefore have Its significant SAFAD fires supplemented by a 

quick-moving SHORAD capability. 

?d Priority—Field Trains 

As noted earlier, the majority of the logistical capability of 

the regiment Is found within the 20Of vehicles of the field trains. 

Although ihe loss of a good portion of the trains may not affect Immedl- 

at* combat operations, a severe air attack could certainly affect 

mission accomplishment within 24 hours. Just the loss of a few POL 

vehicles, several wreckers, or a Sheridan (M551) miwll. test equipment 

van could prove a critical blow to combat operations. RecupeHtbility of 

these unique, specialized assets is extremely low. 

AJthough not listed by COL Sidorenko as a priority air attack 

target, Soviet pilots would certainly attack the field trains as a 

lucrative target. 
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Even though passive measures can be quite efiectlve, the sheer 

size of the field trains increases its probability of detection. 

Extremely "vulnerable" as a target, the "soft" field trains elements 

possess little SAFAD capability. Additionally, the field trains offer a 

tempting target for a helibome attack. All of these factors promote 

the field trains as the third priority for air defense. 

^th Priority—Command Posts 

The command post of both the squadrons and regiment are obviously 

important to the command and control of dispersed regimental assets. 

The sudden destruction of a C? can cause a momentary loss of command 

and control. If fortunate, the commander and his command group may be 

operating apart from the CP with no loss of command and control. A more 

serious lapse of command and control can result if the commander Is lost 

along with his GP. The vital function of command and control will be 

restored as soon as subordinate units realize the situation, and the 

headquarters of the next senior commander assumes control. This back-up 

capability adds to the inherent recuperability of the CPs. 

As determined in Chapter II, the regimental and squadron CPs are 

the third Soviet air attack priority. It is obvious the Soviets 

recognize that the loss of vital command and control installations can 

result in a body trying to function without its head. 

Countering the Soviet desire to sever the "head" is the previ- 

ously discussed effectiveness of CP passive air defense measures. The 

passive measures of small size, cross-country mobility, night displace- 

ments, remoted antennas, reduced helicopter activity, and camouflage 

should be the primary means of CP air defense. 

\ 
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On the negative side, the small SAFAD capability of GPs limits 

their self-defense. The armored vehicles of the regiment's GPs are 

vulnerable to Soviet 23mm strafing and conventional bombs. Like the 

howitzer battery, the GPs are also susceptible to helibome raids. 

Even though passive air defense measures are extremely effective, 

the GPs are designated as the fourth priority for air defense because 

of their critical mission of command and control. 

The command post is the last specifically designated priority, 

for air defense resources will most likely be exhausted to adequately 

protect those already designated. The remaining critical assets are 

considered, but for this mission do not have sufficient justification to 

be listed among the four top priorities. 

Critical teagja ^thout Air Defense Priority 

Although the 9 armored cavalry troops are the heart of the 

regiment, their natural dispersion, other passive measures, and high 

density of SAFAD provide them the best inherent air defense protection 

of the regiment. It is highly unlikely that an attack by four Soviet 

attack aircraft could neutralize a troop and prevent its continuation 

of the mission. The troop inherently possesses excellent recuperabillty. 

The combat trains, like the command posts, can rely upon passive 

air defense measures for their primary protection. Because they consist 

of minimal logistical items for emergency resupply, their destruction 

would not be a critical loss affecting mission accomplishment. 

The aviation assembly areas of the armored cavalry regiment 

contain high-cost assets and merit a hard look. The air cavalry troop 

provides a true vertical dimension to the capabilities of the regiment. 
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The speed and flexibility of the air cavalry troop must be balanced, 

however, by other factors when considering air defense priorities. Very 

little of the replment's combat power Is found in the air cavalry troop. 

The ACR cannot rely upon continual employment of the air cavalry troop 

because of aircraft limitations in bad weather (desert wind, for example), 

limited night operational capability, vulnerability to SAFAD/SHORAD, 

and high logistical requirements. Similarly, the majority of regimental 

command and control will be accomplished from armored vehicles, not the 

helicopter. Finally, the helicopter resists passive air defense 

measures as noted in Chapter III. Bluntly stated, the operational 

capability and combat power ol helicopter assets simply don't equate to 

those of the howitzer battery or tank company. The loss of all ^9 

helicopters would not seriously degrade the regiment's accomplishment of 

its advance covering force mission. As will be seen later, however, the 

air defense of the aviation assets will not be ignored, 

3H0BAD REQUIREMENT 

Air Defense Adequacy Without C/V 3H0RAD 

Having considered maximum passive and active air defense 

measures, and with his priorities determined, the regimental conuBander 

must determine the adequacy of his air defense. For the purpose of this 

analysis, the following definitions will apply. 

Adequate—Critical asset has a high probability of either denying aerial 

detection or, if attacked, effectively defeating a low altitude air 

attack by four Soviet aircraft. Asset has a high probability of 

effectively continuing its mission if attacked. 

Marginal—Critical asset has a fair probability of either denying 
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aerial detection or, if attacked, defending itself. Asset has a fair 

probability of effectively continuing its mlssioi) if attacked. 

Inadequate—Critical asset has a low probability of either denying 

aerial detection or, if attacked, defending itself. Asset has a low 

probability of effectively continuing its mission if attacked. 

Using the preceding definitions, the air defense adequacy of the 

ACR without G/V is shown in Table 3. As assumptions in this case, 

the entire regimental Redeye section is committed to defend the field 

trains; the squadron Redeye is split between priorities 1 (Howitzer 

Btry) and 2 (Tank Company) to provide some SHORAD protection. 

Air Defense Shortfall 

Based upon Table 3, the adequacy of air defense can be summarized 

as follows! 

Air Defense Pit)tection Number of Critical Assets 

Adequate 9 

Marginal ^ 

Inadequate 3 

At this point, the shortfall requiring SHORAD protection occurs 

among the 14 marginally and 3 inadequately protected assets. These 

1? assets do not necessarily require a minimum of a C/v battery as In the 

case of the huge field trains. The tank company, for example, should 

require no more than one SHORAD platoon. The minimum SHORAD requirement 

for each critical asset is shown in Table k.    As noted In the "remarks- 

column, the entire Redeye sections are assumed to be protecting the 

command posts, thus providing them adequate protection. 
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Table 3 

Air Defense Adequacy Without C/v 

Critical Asset No Primary 
Air Defense 

Secondary 
Air Defense 

Adequacy of 
Air Defense 

HeRlmenti 

Command Post Passive Limited SAFAD Marginal 

ACT Assembly Area Passive None Inadequate 

ACT FARRP(daytime) Passive None Inadequate 

HHT Aviation Pit Passive None Inadequate 

Field Trains Regt Redeye Sect Passive Marginal 

Squadrons (3)« 

Command Post 3 Passive Limited SAFAD Marginal 

Combat Trains 3 Passive Limited SAFAD Marginal 

Armd Gav Troop 9 Passive SAFAD Adequate 

Tank Company 3 2 Redeye Teams Passive Marginal 

Howitzer Battery 

SAFAD 

4 Redeye Teams 
SAFAD 

Passive Marginal 
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Table k 

SHORAD Requirement BY Critical Asset 

Critical Asset SHORAD Requirement 
(Platoons) 

ReKiaenti 

Gonnant Post 

ACT Assembly Area 

ACT FARRP 

HHT Aviation Platoon 

Field Traina 

Squadrons (3)t 

3 Command Posts 

3 Combat Trains 

3 Tank Companies 

3 Howitzer Batteries 

TOTAL 

N/A 

1 

N/A 

1 

3 

N/A 

3 

3 

3 

11* 

Remarks 

Redeye Section 
Available 

Low AD Priority 

C/V Unable to 
Accompany 

Low AD Priority 

Full Battery 
Required 

Redeye Section 
Available 
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Conclusion 

Without consideration of mix, the SHORAD shortfall of the ACR 

equates to 14 platoons. A C/V battalion presently has a total of 12 

platoons organized into four batteries.  Since the air cavalry troop 

and regimental aviation platoon assets have a relatively low air defense 

priority, dedicated SHORAD protection is not essential. Therefore, 

the first conclusion reached is as followsi FOR ADEQUATE AIR DEFENSE 

PROTECTION, THE ARMORED CAVALRY REGIMENT REQUIRES A MINIMUM OF ONE C/V 

BATTALION. 

DESIRED MIX OF THE CHAPARRAL/VULCAN BATTALION 

Introduction 

Having determined a need for at least 12 C/V platoons of >3ne 

C/V battalion, the type and mix of the battalion is germane. Presently, 

the divisional C/V battalion has two self-propelled Vulcan batteries, 

each with three platoons. The other two batteries are self-propelled 

2 
Chaparral, also organized into three platoons per battery.  The 

nondivisional C/V battalion is similar except the Vulcan batteries have 

towed weapon systems and the battalion does not have an organic air- 

space control element (AGE). 

Before considering what mix is appropriate, the capabilities of 

the Chaparral and Vulcan systems must be compared. As a multibarreled 

20mm gun system with an effective range of 1.5 km against aerial targets, 

the Vulcan also has a ground defense capability effective out to 5 fan« 

The SP Vulcan (modified Ml 13 APC) has a rapid reaction capability and 

the ability to keep up with maneuver elements.  Because of its cross- 

country mobility, light armor protection, and ground defense capability. 

'nlli riTllllMlWilliiMMigiiii^^ aliiiM'ilflWiliäliaiMMiiii'älliiriiiiiiiiiii iiiiniiiiiiiirmmm-itrii-.'T'-^^  '-'<- 
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the Vulcan Is ideal to protect forward combat elements of the cavalry 

regiment and offers an effective counter to helibome operations. 

Like Redeye, the Chaparral missile system has the limitation 

of being a tail chase system, so it must be positioned away from the 

piotected asset.6 Better employed in defense of relatively stationary 

assets, the four Chaparral systems of a platoon must be mutually 

supporting (overlapping coverage) because of their suceptibility to 

defeat-in-detail. A more ideal situation is a mix of Vulcan and 

Chaparral to enhance survivability.7 Mounted on a MU3-family tracked 
Q 

vehicle, the Chaparral missile system has a range of 5 km. 

All of the SHORAD systems (Chaparral, Vulcan, and Redeye) 

available to the regiment are daylight, fair weather, line-of-sight 

systems.9 This is a severe and sobering limitation when considering the 

Soviet emphasis on night helibome operations and night air attack 

described in Chapter II. The visual signatures generated upon firing 

Chaparral and Redeye missiles are an additional factor to be considered 

in SHORAD employment. The smoke and dust created are visible from the 

ground and air. thus dictating the use of alternate firing positions. 

To insure survivability of Chaparral and Redeye systems, movement to 

the alternate positions is accomplished as soon as tactically feasible 

k 1° after an engagement. 

C/V Battalion Mix of 1 Chanarral/ 2 Vulcan Batteries 

The most efficient mix of Chaparral/Vulcan appropriate for an 

ACR is difficult to define. As experience increaaed at Ft Bliss between 

the 3d ACR and 5th Bn, 59th AD Artillery (C/V)(SP), concepts changed. 

As a divisional-type C/V battalion, the 5-59th ADA has two SP Vulcan 

n  »■- -   ■•-—■ ■--'  - - III.I-...II>.UI.H»I iff   ' '-" ■-^- --  '■* 
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batteries and two 3P Chaparral batteries. In 1972-73. the Vulcan waB 

viewed as a system far superior to the Chaparral for protection of the 

cross-counts movement of cavalry units. Because the C/v battalion has 

only two Vulcan batteries, task organization to composite batteries of a 

C/V mix was a natural evolution to provide some Vulcan for all three 

squadrons. 

During m Brave Rifles VII. 18-25 February 197^ the 5-59th ADA 

(C/V) supported the 3d ACR operation as a corps advance covering force 

over the same terrain and frontage, as the scenario in this chapter. The 

C/V battalion commander provided one composite C/V battery (Db) to each 

squadron consisting of 1 Chaparral and 2 Vulcan platoons. The fourth 

battery remained pure Chaparral and protected the field trains.11 As a 

result of this exercise, the 3d ACH and Uth AD Gp commanders jointly 

determined that the best mix for a c/V battalion supporting an ACR was 

as follows! 

The mix of Chaparral and Vulcan ff^**^^*^0* 
should be changed from 2 Chaparral. 2 ™f**a\^XSS*n 
u i ,.-,  q„rh a reorKanization will enable the C/V battalion 

or as needed elsewhere.1^ 

It is interesting to note that a 1973 student staff study at 

the U.S. Army Air Defense School reached a similar conclusion concerning 

mix. CFF Gerron. after consulting with the 3d ACR. determined that four 

batteries should be assigned as organic assets to the ACR. He concluded 

that a pure Vulcan battery should be organic to each squadron similar to 

the present howitzer battery. CPT Gerron also recommended that a 

composite battery of 1 Vulcan/ 2 Chaparral platoons be organic to the 

regimental headquarters and headquarters troop.13 Similar to the 

ailipiiWIWr"""- 
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conclusion reached In FTX Brave Rifles VII, pure Vulcan was recommended 

to supjxjrt the three squadrons; Chaparral was considered better suited 

for the protection of the rear elements. 

The scenario developed in this chapter can be used to analyze a 

G/'V battalion mix of 1 Chaparral/3 Vulcan batteries (See Map 3). In this 

case, each Vulcan battery is in direct support of the squadron; the 

Chaparral battery protects the regimental field trains. Within each 

squadron, 2 Vulcan platoons are assumed to be protecting the howitzer 

battery (1st priority) due to its frequent displacement by echelon. The 

third platoon protects the tank company as the local reserve (2d priority). 

The squadron GP, as the next squadron priority, is protected by the 

Redeye section. The combat trains, however, are still marginally 

protected and the maneuver units lack Redeye to complement SAFAD. 

Because of the 5 km missile runge, the pure Chaparral battery 

affords more than just protection for the field trains. By consciously 

poHltloning the regimental CP and aviation assembly areas within Chaparral 

coverage, some protection is derived (See Map k).    The Redeye section can 

be relieved of total commitment to the regimental GP and can be distrlbi- 

t*d as shown on Map 4. The ablation assets are thus upgraded to a 

marginal degree of protection. Table 5 reflects the resulting air defense 

adequacy of the 1 Chaparral/ 3 Vulcan battery protection for the entire 

regiment. 

A comparison of Table 3 and lable 5 yields the following; 

Mr Defense Protection Without C/V  With 1 Chap/3 Vulcan Batteries 

Adequate 9                 20 

Marginal 1^ 5 

i 1 Inadequate J 
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Table 5 

Air Difjaie AriRguacv With 1 Chaparral/ 3 Vulcan Batterl 68 

Critical Asset No Primary 
Air Defense 

Secondary 
Air Defense 

Adequacy of 
Air Defense 

Regimenti 

Command Post Passive Redeye Section 
Limited SAFAD 

Adequate 

ACT Assembly Area Passive None Marginal 

ACT FARHF(daytime) Passive None Inadequate 

HHT Avi?.tlon Pit Passive None Marginal 

Field Trains Chaparral 
Battery 

Passive Adequate 

Squadron (3)i 

Command Post 3 Passive Redeye Section 

Limited SAFAD 

Adequate 

Combat Trains 3 Passive Limited SAFAD Marginal 

Armd Cav Troop 9 Passive SAFAD Adequate 

Tank Company 3 1 Vulcan Pit 
SAFAD 

Passive Adequate 

U^l^+TOT- RA+.tfiTV 3 2 Vulcan Pit Passive Adequate 

'itaife .—   - ■  —-.-^.— ..■-.^..— 
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A C/V battalion of 1 Chaparral/ 3 Vulcan batteries is an obvious 

lraprovenent as all priorities of the regimental oommander are adequately 

protected. However, the protection of the 3 combat trains is still 

.arglnal. and the Section of the air cavalry troop FARRP is inadequate. 

These deficiencies dictate that the present C/V battalion mix of 

2 Chaparral/ 2 Vulcan batteries receive a similar analysis. 

^rther consideration of the greater range of th« Chaparral can 

argue in favor of a more balanced C/V mix at squadron level. As in the 

case Of the regimental CP and aviation assembly areas, an asset may not 

be specifically p^ected by a Chapar^l platoon, ^t it can be located 

within the coverage of the system. In an assumed deployment of 2 

Chaparral/ 2 Vulcan Series in direct sup^rt of the 3d ACH. a 1 Chapa- 

^ / 2 Vulcan platoon battery mix can be achieved to protect the 

squadron. 

in this cas*. the first priority of the ho.lUer battery presents 

the sa«e pro*«, of no^al .ove.ent for.ard hy echeXon. Both a Vuloan 

an,l Chaparra! platoon are assumed necessary to protect the hc.ltsers 

(M.p5). This achieves both «l^ and »ass. The second priority tant: 

.pany retains its Vuican piatoon. Because of the relatively static 

nature of the fieid trains, the re-ainln. pure Chap.rral battery is 

.euer suited to provide protection for this large asset .1th the .». 

benefits accrued as shovn in Nap b. 

«1th a Chaparra) platoon preteoting the ho.lt.er battery, the 

madron oo^nd po.t. co.hat trains, and air cavalry troop MKP (if m 

the area) are positioned to fall .Ithln Otaparra, covers«. (See «ap 5). 

;, „„m-iv- ■ 
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Thin takeu the prsssure Off Redeye sections permitLiiif, greater flexi- 

bility in their employment,  Amonr. many poa^ibilitieti, Redeye teams of 

the squadron are assumed here to support each command post, combat trains, 

armored cavalry troop, and the tank company. 

Table 6 reflects the air defense adequacy based upon the 

preceding considerations. As shown, all critical assets have at least 

minimal protection. All priorities of the regimental commander are 

adequately protected. Because of the complementary mix of C/v platoons 

protecting howitzer batteries, and Chaparral defending field trains. 

Redeye can now supplement the air defense offered by ÜAFAD throughout 

the regimental zone of action. 

Conclusion 

Table 7 compares the adequacy of air defense of the three 

possibilities of C/V mix analyzed in this chapter. This table is 

summarized as followsi 

Air Defense   Without C/V    With 1 Chap, 
Protection 3 Vulcan Btrys 

With 2 Chap, 
2 Vulcan Btrys 

Adequate 9 

Marginal 14 

Inadequate 3 - 

20 

5 

i 

23 

3 

o 

Totalt 26 Critical Assets 

Based upon this analysis, the following conclusion is reached. 

THE PRESENT C/V BATTALION MIX OF 2 CHAPARRAL AND 2 VÜLCAN BATTERIES 

IS THE BEST TO ADEQUATELY PROTECT THE ACH, 

The 5th Bn, 59th ADA (C/V)(SP), is therefore ideal to support 

the 3d ACR in its mission as the advance covering force in the scenario; 

consequently, the regimental commander informs the corps G3 of his 
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Table 6 

Ali iJCi. ClitJC 

Critlca] Asset No 

^      c  

Primary 
Air Defense 

Secondary 
Air Defense 

Adequacy of 
Air Defense 

Regimenti 

Command Post 1 Passive 1 Redeye Team 
Limited SAFAD 
Chaparral* 

Adequate 

ACT Assembly Area 1 Passive 2 Redeye Teams** Marginal 
Chaparral* 

ACT FARRP(daytime) 1 Passive (1 Redeye team**) Marginal 
Chaparral* 

HHT Aviation Pit 1 Passive 1 Redeye Team 
Chaparral* 

Marginal 

Field Trains 1 Chap Battery Passive Adequate 

Sauadron (3)i 

Command Post 3 Passive 1 Redeye Team 
Limited SAFAD 
Chaparral* 

Adequate 

Combat Trains 3 Passive 1 Redeye Team 
Limited SAFAD 
Chaparral* 

Adequate 

Armd Cav Troop 9 Passive 1 Redeye Team 
SAFAD 

Adequate 

Tank Company 3 1 Vulcan Pit 
1 Redeye Team 

SAFAD 

Passive Adequate 

Howitzer Battery 3 1 Chaparral Pit 
1 Vulcan Pit 
SAFAD 

Passive Adequate 

* Indicates that whenever possible, critical asset will be located 
within range of Chaparral systems protecting a priority asset. 
*♦ One of the two Redeye teams provided the air cavalry troop may 
accompany FARRP elements. 
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Table 7 

Coaparlaon of Air Defense Adequacy 

Critical Asset  Without C/V  With 1 Chaparral,   With 2 Chaparral, 
3 Vulcan Batteries  2 Vulcan Batteries 

Pegimentt 

Command Post 

ACT Assembly Area 

ACT FARRP 

HHT Aviation Pit 

Field Trains 

Squadrom 

Command Post 

Combat Trains 

Arind Cav Troop 

Tank Company 

Howitzer Battery 

Marginal 

Inadequate 

Inadequate 

Inadequate 

Marginal 

Marginal 

Marginal 

Adequate 

Marginal 

Marginal 

Adequate 

Marginal 

Inadequate 

Marginal 

Adequate 

Adequate 

Marginal 

Adequate 

Adequate 

Adequate 

Adequate 

Marginal 

Marginal 

Marginal 

Adequate 

Adequate 

Adequate 

Adequate 

Adequate 

Adequate 
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decision. 

CHAPARRAL/VULCAN BATTALION INTERFACE WITH REDEYE 

As noted, the balanced C/v battalion of 2 Jhaparral and 2 Vulcan 

batteries permits a wore flexible employment of Redeye. How these 

3H0RAD capabilities interface is important. The presence of Redeye down 

to the troop/company/battery is significant in that professional air 

defense artillerymen are present at that level. Redeye must be able to 

integrate its command and control, as well as communications, with 

supporting C/V units to permit a centralized, responsive conduct of the 

SHORAD battle. 

3d ACR-llth AD Group experience at Ft Bliss resulted in an 

arrangement which functioned extremely well. The Redeye section was 

placed under operational control (OPCON) of the supporting C/V battery 

commander.1^ Because of Redeye limitations (discussed in Chapter III), 

difficulties exist In communications, however, there is no problem if 

Redeye teams are provided the M113A1 with an adequate radio package. 

The direct support C/V battery commander becomes the air defense 

officer of the squadron commander. In this capacity at Ft Bliss, the 

battery commander normally monitored both the tactical situation and the 

air battle from the supported squadron GP. This freed the Redeye 

section leader to better command and control his section. •  By 

considering Redeye assets as well as his own. the C/V battery commander 

can more efficiently task organize to protect the critical assets 

specified in the commander's air defense priorities. 
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NONDIViSIONAL CKAi'ARRAL/VULGAN BATTALION DEFICIENCIES 

AB noted earlier, the nondlvisionai C/V battalion possesees 

towed Vulcan units. This configuration is totally inadequate to support 

the highly mobile ACR moving cross-country as an advance covering force 

or In a similar mission. 

Based upon 3d ACR experience at Ft Bliss, the airspace control 

element (AGE) of the divisional C/V battalion is essential to integrate 

the air defense portion of the battle into the overall regimental 

orchestration of its combat and combat support assets.   The non- 

divisional C/V battalion lacks an organic ACE to provide this vital 

capability. Since the ACR would most likely receive Its C/V support from 

the nondivisional battalion, an obvious requirement exists to restructure 

the battalion along the lines of the divisional C/V battalion. In this 

manner, the nondivisional battalion could provide the requisite SP Vulcan 

and AGE capability needed to support the ACR or any other maneuver unit. 

CONCLUSION 

FOR ADEQUATE SHORAD PROTECTION FROM LOW ALTITUDE AIR ATTACK, THE ARMORED 

CAVALRY REGIMENT REQUIRES A DIVISIONAL-TYPE CHAPARRAL/VULCAN BATTALION. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on the discussion of this chapter, recommendations are as 

followi 

1. The nondivisional C/V battalion should be reorganized to include SP 

Vulcan systems and an airspace coordination element (ACE), thus becoming 

identical to the C/v battalion of the armored or mechanized division. 
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2. Chaparral/Vulcan/Redeye SHORAD systems should be upgraded to include 

a night engagement capability, follow-on systems should be designed for 

night as well as day engagement of aerial targets. 
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Si^MUjLjaaam n^ 'INCLUSIONS AND_.RECPMMENDATIONS 

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS 

Short-Range Air Defense  (SHORADl 

POH ACHATE BHORAD P-OTECTJüN fBOH UW ALTITUDE AU ATTACK. TEE ARMORED 

CAVALRY R^IHEKT REQU^ES A D1VIS10HAL-TTCPE CHAEARRAL/VULOA» BATTALIO». 

Hedeye 

!.    The SHORAD cap^MUL, of Redeye .houW r..aln o^nLc to «,. aquadro. 

and the reKl.enUl head,uartere troops for .axl»u. reaporalvenesa to the 

commander. 

, 4-  ^oo +h(> Redeve section can protect a single 
2.  Incapable of area defense, the Hedeye secx. 

*  +v,Q cuft-An -aüability of each troop/company/ critical asset or supplement the SAFAD .apaoinxy 

battery of the regiment. 

,. AS currant!, equipped Ih the ACR. Redeye Lacks the mul.lt. -oblllty. 

survlvablllty. ahd oom.unlcatlons to perfor. Its mlssloa. 

Small Arms fgr Air Defense (SAFASl 

,  A6 a supp^ent to passive and other aotlve air defense ..asurea. 

property e.pioyed 5AEAD oan degrade a Soviet air attack hy the destruc- 

tion of aircraft or the psyohologloa! effect of tracers e^oyed In 

volume fire. 

„^mor,+ with TS56 automatic weapons ranging 
2. The armored cavalry regiment, with )D*> * 

from 5.56mm to 20mm, has an enormous SAFAD capability. 

3. The highest percentage (69%) of 7.62mm to 20mm automatic weapon 
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capability of the regiment is concentrated in the 9 armored cavalry 

troops. 

4. Realistic, effective training in the volume fire technique, as 

outlined in Test TG 23-44, must be conducted to produce soldier 

confidence and an instinctive, aggressive reaction to £.ir attack. 

5. Reflecting an apathetic attitude toward SAFAD in the past, current 

U.S. Army automatic small arms lack efficient, effective sights and 

mounts for employment against aerial targets. 

Passive Air Defense 

1. Night tactical and resupply operations are the best passive air 

defense measure. 

2. Passive air defense measures can effectively become the primary air 

defense fon 

a. Dispersed armored cavalry troops moving cross-country. 

b. Small, effectively camouflaged combat trains. 

c. Small, effectively camouflaged mobile command posts which do not 

have "antenna farms" or helicopter signatures. 

3. Passive air defense measures are necessary but Least effective fon 

a. The large regimental field trains. 

b. Howitzer batteries because of their smoke signatures and relative 

lack of dispersion. 

c. Helicopter assembly areas and FARRPs because of the dust and 

movement upon take-off and landing and the difficulty of camouflaging 

the aircraft. 

The Low Altitude Air Threat 

1. High Performance Aircrafti In Large numbers, the SU-7B, augmented by 
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th* MIC-.IMK and MIG.23, «Hl be the mo«t likely aircraft to attack ACH 

targets. 

2. Ordnance, Although nuclear capable, conventional bombs, rockets, 

cannon and GBU are the likely ordnance carried by Soviet aircraft. 

3. Priorities, The Soviets will most likely attack In order of priority, 

(1) howitzer batteries; (2) tank companies, (3) command poats, (^ 

cavalry troops. 

4. Tactics, Flying at low altitude, a flight of four Soviet aircraft 

„ill be the most likely formation to attack a single target. Operating 

in elements of two aircraft each, the first element may "popup" to divert 

defenders from the second element which will attack using low level/low 

angle of release tactics. Multiple passes are possible. Illuminated 

night air attacks can be expected. 

5. Helicopter Employment, The AGR must consider vertical envelopment by 

heliborne infantry, possibly escorted by armed helicopters. Night 

heliborne attacks are highly probable. 

6. Potential Effectiveness. Unrestricted, the Soviet tactical air force 

can deny the AGR mobility of the battlefield, destroy Its heaviest 

armor, and thereby degrade mission accomplishment. Even the heaviest 

air defenses will not preclude some damage by determined attacks over a 

sustained period. 

7. vulnerabilities, Soviet close air support aircraft and helicopters 

are highly vulnerable to Integrated U)MAD/SHORAD/SAFAD systems along the 

FEBA. High loss rates from these systems would benefit the AGR In that, 

a. Air defense units may become an attack priority second only to 

the nuclear capable howiUer batteries, thus taking pressure off the 

combat elements. 

__ 
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b. Soviet bombing accuracy would most likely be degraded, 

c. HecünnaisEiance and attack of targets of opportunity ("hunting" 

technique) would be severely curtailed. 

d. The armored cavalry regiment would have a greater assurance of 

mission accomplliähment. 

Air Defense in Armor Publications 

The existing air defense doctrine in Armor publications is 

generally scanty, out-dated, and often erroneous, 

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

Short-Range Air Defense (SHQRAü) 

1. The nondivisional C/V battalion should be reorganized to include SP 

Vulcan systems and an airspace coordination element (AGE), thus becoming 

Identical to the C/V battalion of the armored or mechanized division, 

2. Chaparral/Vulcan/Redeye SHORAD systems should be upgraded to include 

a night engagement capabilityj follow-on systems should be designed 

for night as well as day engagement of aerial targets. 

Redeye 

1. The U.S. Army Armor School should strongly support the recommendation 

of the U.S. Army Air Defense School that all Redeye teams assigned to 

armored and mechanized units be provided the M113A1. Additional consider- 

ation should be given to eliminating the M56I of the section leader 

and providing him a M113A1, as first preference, or the M151 with 

trailer as second preference, 

2. All Redeye teams should be provided the AN/VRC-^? with the auxiliary 

FM receiver for early warning, etc. Upon development and Issuance of an 

  ■.-.■-' - ...u...^^.-^-.».. .«.-.!„, fc..^.....^....-.»-.,. 1li-iTar<iiiiiiaiiiir-''"-'
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AM early warning receiver, the Redeye team ühould be equipped with the 

AN/VRC-46 (no auxiliary FM receiver). 

3. The Redeye section leader should be issued an RC-292 antenna to 

Improve his command and control of Redeye teams operating over extended 

distances. 

Smail Arnifs for Air Defense 

1. Current armor doctrinal publications should be updated to adequately 

include SAFAD considerations and amplify the techniques outlined in 

Test TC 23-44. 

2. All armor training, ammunition allocations, and unit performance 

evaluations should include SAFAD. 

3. Current automatic small arms and .nounts of the U.S. Army should be 

modified, where possible, to improve sighting and ease of employment 

against aerial targets. 

k.    The design of future U.S. Army small arms used for air defense 

should incorporate efficient sights and mounts for aerial target 

engagement. 

3. Consideration should be given to increasing the percentage of tracer 

rounds in linked automatic weapon ammunition. 

Passive Air Defense 

1. U.S. Army efforts to develop, procure, and issue light-weight, 

radar-energy absorbing camouflage nets for each tactical vehicle and 

aircraft should be accelerated. 

2. ä means to effectively camouflage a helicopter windscreen should be 

developed, 

3. To reduce the visual and electronic signature of CPs, a requirement 
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exlstb for a means to remote a HG-292 antenna 1-2 km from its radio. 

k.    Future deslRn of combat vehicles should include a means to reduce 

the diesel smoke signature of exhaust systems. 

5. If technically feasible, a smokeless propellant should be developed 

for howitzers. 

Air Defense in Armor PubllcatlüriS 

All armor ^'/-series) publications should be reviewed for their 

air defense content and updated where necessary. 
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